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Young Wild West and the Pawnee P~cfacc
OR, THE OLD HUNTER'S ·SECRE'f.. •-

•

By AN. OLD 3COUT

'

CHAPTER I.-The Dem,and of the -Redskins.
''Redskins, Charlie. But they don't ·seem to
be on the warpath. They haven't any paint on
their faces."
The speaker was Young Wild West, the wellknawn Boy Hero; who, at the time of which we
write, was known far and near as the Champion -Deadshot of the West. Cheyenne Charlie,
the scout, who was one of his partners, nodded
his head and replied :
"Right you are, Wild. They're Pawnees, too,
if I'm any judge."
"You have got that right. They are Pawnees.
Well, now that we have discovered where the
smoke came from, .:De may as well go back and
let Jim and the girls know about it."
The two had ascended a rugged hill after seeing a column of smoke rising in the air, and thel
result was -that they had come in sight of the
camp of the Indians at the {oot of the h!ll on
the other side, close ·to the edge of a timber
patch. The place_ was the northwestern part of
Texas, and the time a few years ago, when that
part of the United State3' was in a much less
• settled' condition than at the present time. It
was late in the afternoon of a· day in February.
Already the sun was disappearing below the
tree-tops of the big forest off to the west. Young
Wild West and his friends had selected a camptni spot, and ju9t as they were beginning to put
things in shape, the smoke had been · noticed.
It was not at all strange that a small band of
Indians should be found in that section, so it
did not wo1Ty the young deadshot and the scout
one bit when they made the discovery. Even
if they had known the redskins were hostle they
would not have been much concerned, for theirs
was a life brimming over with adventure, and
they were always ·in search of excitement.
· The Indian camp was less than a quarter of a
mile from the spat they had 'happened to stop
at for the night, but this di<l not.make the young
deadshot change his mind and move further away:
As he came back, followed by the scout, Jim
Dart, a boy of his own age, who, with Cheyenne
Charlie, made his two· partners, looked up expectantly and said :
· "Well, how about it, Wild?"
"About fifteen redskins are camped on the

other· side of the hill, that's all, Jim," was the
cool and easy reply.
1
"But they ain't got their war paint on,"
Chey ne Charlie added, acting as if he was ,,ome- •
what disappointed.
"I reckoned it might be Indians over - there,"
Dart said, somewhat gravely. "The fact that t~y
haven't their war paint on don't mean that they
would prove friendly, Charlie."
"Oh, of course not. I never knowed an Injun
what could be depended on, anyhow. They am't
none of 'em any good."
The thre.e girls belonging to th~ party, who
were Arietta Murdock, the golden-haired sweetheart of our hero; Eloise Gardner, Jim Dart's
sweetheart, and Anl).a, the wife of Cheyem;1e
Charlie, seemed more interested than distu,rbed
wheb they heard what was said. The two China~
men who were employed by our hero and his
companions as servants paid no attention at all,
but -w~nt ahead with their work of putting the
camp m shape.
·
Arietta was a genuine girl of the West, and
she could handle firearms and ride a horse about
as well as the average cowboy or ranger.
·
She had been taught considera~e by her dashing young lover, but it was natural for her to
keep cool and not give way to sudden frigh,t, as
most of her sex are in the habit of doing. Anna
and Eloise had been in the West quite long
enough to. b~come somewhat seasoned, not only
to the chmate, but its traveling ·about with
Young Wild West and his partners in their search
for excitement and adventure was ample proof
that the discovery that a small party of redskins
were camped near them was not going to frighten
them much.
.
"What are you going to do, Wild?" Arietta
-asked, as the young deadshot paused and glanced
at the two Chinalften who were just putting the
finishing touches· to the tents that had been erected by. them.
"Stay right where we are, Et," was the reply.
"What difference does it make if the Indians are
inclined to make trouble -for us? I reckon we can
take care of ourselves, can't we?"
_
"We have always managed to take care of ourselves pretty well, and since you say there are
only about fifteen of them, I. am sure we'll manaire
to ~o it this time all right." ·· :
·
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"I didn't count them exactly, but I hardly think
there are any more than fifteen. What do you
think about it, Charlie?" and the boy turned to
the scout.
"Jest about lhat many, I reckon," was the
r eply. "They ain't got much in the way of a
camp, either. There ain't no tepees there, but
they've got blankets an' some1 things to cook
witp.. They hlttl what looked like a quarter of
beef hangin' to the limb of a tree, too, which
sorter makes me think they might have been on
some cattle range lately. Injuns will shoot a
steer jest to- git the meat, as· I _.know."
"Do you think there's -a.. ranch anjwhere close
by?" Arietta asked, somewhat surprised.
"Tltere might be," Charlie retorted. "Anyhow,
them redskins has got beef. I know blamed well
it wasn't venison or bear-meat. I could tell by
the size of it. It was the hind quarter of a
steer."
"Oh, there· might be some r aJJches off to the
southeast of us," Young Wild West said, noddi'ftg
his head in a matter-of-fact way. "We don't
know exactly where we are, though it's a pre!ty
sure thing th~t we have crosseq ,th~ New ¥e:x1co
line and are m Texas now. We H Just go ~ head
a ~ if we didn't know that the redskins we1·e near
u~ Hop, you have seen to .the horses, I suppose."
"Yes, Misler Wild," Hop Wah, who was generally known as Young Wild Wes t's Clever
Chinee, answered, promptly. "Um horses allee
light. ·Ley havee velly muchee to eat, so be. Velly
muchee glass glow here."
"All right. Now then, you might gather up
some dry wood, so Wing can start the fire and
cook supper. I reckon everybody is pretty hungry.
I know I am. I always do get hungry as soon
as the sun goes down."
• "An' sometimes a little afore that time," Cheyenne Charlie added, with a grin.
Wing Wah, the cook, promptly turned his attention to the provisiol}S that had been taken from
the pac'll:-horses when they were unloaded after
it was decided that they should camp there until
•
the following morning.
Hop was not long iii gathering up more than
sufficient wood for there was an abundance of
it lying about, since it was a natural clearing in
a sp&rse timber patch where they had halted. On
the right of the camp flowed a brook with luxu1·iant grass growing along the bank. To the left
was the side of a hill that was covered with
bushe:;, while here and there rocks protruded,
some of them being fantastic in shape. While it
was not just what might be called an ideal spot
to put up a defense in case an attack was made
upon them, it was protected pretty well upon
one side, and one of the ends.
But tbe1·e were a number of faJlen free » scattered about, and they could easilr be dragged over
so a barricade might be formed. But Young
Wild West was not fearing an attack from the
small pa1·ty of Indians just then. While Tie did
believe they would see them before very long, he
did not think their appeararice would come in tlie
form of an attack. As soon as Wing Wah, the..
cook, had kindled the fire, the young deadshot
started to climb up the bank.
He knew the »moke was bound to attract the
attention of the Pawnees, for they were too close
observers to I,et a~ything like that pass unnoticed.

The boy was half way to the top of the bank when
his sweetheart started after him.
"I'm coming too, Wild," she called out.
/ "All right, little girl," came Jhe reply. "But
look out. There are some pretty sharp stones
here, and if you slip you might hurt yourself."
"I think I'm pretty used to this sort of work,"
,vas the laughing reply. "As if I had never climbed a steep hi_ll before." •
Then she went up with the agility of a squirrel,
and the boy had scarcely got to the top when she
was at his side.
· "Now then, Et," the young deadshot said, nodding to her and then turning his gaze toward the
hiU that lay pi-obably t wo hundred yards distant,
"the1·e's the smoke which shows plainly that the
redskins have got their fire going yet. The next
thing I expect to see is o'ne or more of them come
creeping over the hill to find out something about
the smoke."
"I knew what you came up here for, Wild.
That wa,i· easy to guess."
"Yes, of course. Now just keep your eyes open
and we'll see who spies an Indian first."
The two- stood beside the trunk of a big tree,
the, branches of which hung ove» the. camp below.
Two minutes passed , and neither said anything.
Then suddenly Arietta's forefinger went up with
a jerk.
'-'There!" she exclaimed, in a low tone of voice.
"I see him, little girl. I ,r eckon we both caught _
a glimpse of him a t tbe same time. It's a redskin all 1·ight."
Sure enough, a moving form could just be seen
in the bushes on the crest of the hill. A great
many might not have taken it for a human being, for really it was but a glimpse, after aH. But
Young Wild West and his sweetheart were too
1well trained to such thing», and they knew just
as well as if they had seen the full figure that it
was one of the Indians that had been seen a short
time before at thEl, foot of the hill on the other
~ide. The two were standing so they could not
well be seen, the tree protecting them. As they
watched they »aw the tufted head of an Indian
slowly raise from behind a bush. He was looking
straight at the c.amp, and when they saw the head
disappear, and then a slight movement among
the bushes, they knew he had gone back to repo:rt
· to his companions.
"Well, Et," the young deadshot said, in his coo
and eaicy way, "I reckon we may expect a visi
from them now. They will come even if they
only intend it for a friendly call."
")Vell, let them come, Wild. We certainly are
reaay for them now," the girl an wered. '
. Then Wild started down the steep bank, his
sweetheart following him.
"See anything?" the scout asked, as they reached the camp, and paused before the lighted fire
to enjoy the warmth that came from it, fen· since
the sun ha d di sappea1·ed there was quite a chill
iJ1 the air.
"Yes, one of them came up and took a look and
went back to 1·eport," the boy answered.
"That's to be expected. I s'pose they will be
comin' over· here pretty soon. I hope they don't
bother u s while we're eatin' sup_pe1·."
"It generally happens that way, though,
Charlie."
"I know it doe1l, an' to have a lot of sneakin'

-
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bis grub ain't jest what I call the proper thing."
"Well, never mind. Maybe they'll come before
supper is ready."
By this time the cook had hung the coffeekettle over the fire, and was busy preparing some
venison steaks for broiling. The tin plates and
cups and knives and forks had already been taken
out, and the scout's wife was placing them upon a
flat rock which happened to be thei·e as if fo the
very purpose.
Wild took a look a1·ound, and then satisfying
hims.elf that they might easily drop behind the
rocks in case the redskins did make an attack. upon them, he sat down -u pon a folded blanket which
had been dropped upon a stone near the larger
of the two tents. His rifle was leaning against
a tree within easy reae;h, and a s he glanced about
him he saw that the rest were not far away from
theirs. 'The coffee began boiling, and the fragrant aroma it cast upon the air sharpened the
appetites of all hands. It was beginning to grow
dark, too, ·and the chill seemed to deepen; consequently the heat thrown out by the blaze caused
them all to get a little closer. Presently Wing
began broiling the steaks, .saying as he did so :
"Me be leddy pletty soonee."
The scout's wife took some biscuits from a bag
and then found a pail of butter that had been purchased at a ranch two or three days before.
"Stale biscuits to-night," she said, nodding to·
Young Wild West.
"That's all right, Anna," was the reply. "We
can't e--cpect to . have them fre sh every meal. I
was thinking of advising Wing to bake some
potatoes, but it struck me that it would take altogether too long. We'H niake out with the venison and coffee and the biscuits. As long as we
have plenty of it, the grub is good enough." ·
· The odor of the broiling venison steaks now
mingled with that of the boiling coffee, and Just
as the cook declared that the first two steaks were
done, our hero caught sight of several forms
creeping down the hill.
"l reckon we'll have to put off the supper for a
little while," he said a s he seized his rifle and
arose to his feet. "The redskins are coming."
Then he coolly walked away from the fire and
stood in the gathering darkness waiting for the
visitors to appear. He counted them as they
came down the hill, and when he made out just
fifteen, he nodded his hea d and sTii.d :
"The whole lot of them are coming. Well, they
don't show any signs of fight, · 1'£ we'll" treat them
decent ly and find ou t what theywant."
Without the least hesitation the party of
Indians appr oached the camp, and w hen they
were withm a dozen yards of it they paused, and
one of them took a coup-le of steps ahead, and
then called out:
"Injuns wa nt t o talk to the palefaces."
"All r ight, redskins/' the young dead shot answered, in his cool and easy way. "Come on, and
we'll talk. But I hope you don't keep u s too long,
for we want to eat our supper."
"Ugh!" came the reply, and then the Indian,
who wore a fancy feathered head-dress, walked on·
up and paused before the boy.
The rest approached to within a few feet, and
then ca me to a halt, stepping into a semi-circle
as they did so. They were all armed, but the fact
that they were lacking their war paint made them

3

look as if they might be at pea ce with the whites.
Our friends had heard of no uprising in that part
of the country of late, so they had no reason to
believe t hat they were not.
·
'
"Well, redskins, what do you want to talk
about?" the young deadshot said.
.
"Me Red Buck," the Indian, who was no doubt
a chief, replied.
"All right, Red Buck. I'm Young Wild West."
"Ugh!"
.
"Never mind grunting about it. Go ahead and
tell me what you want."
"Paw;nees like to have some tobacco and firewater."
·
•·
. "Oh, that is what you want, eh? Well, you
can't have any fire-water, that's certain, because,
there is only one in our party who carries · anything like that with him, and I doubt if · he has
any now."
/
"Injuns want fire-water," the chief persisted.
"See here, ..Red Buck, don't get mad about it.
I just told you that we ·have no fire-water."
"Injuns look and see."
"I hardly think so. Now, then, if you don't loolt
out, somethin11: will happen to you. Don't think
you can frighten us ht coming here and lining up
in this way. We don t care one little bit for the
whole bunch of you. I have told you that you
can't have any fire-water, and now I'll tell you
that you can't have any tobacco, eith~. ·T he best
thing you can do is to turn around. and light out."
Ther e was a crashing in the bushes at the other
side of the brook just then, and a man leaped
lightly across and ran between the chief and
Young Wild West.
Red Buck will go away from the palefaces!"
he exclaimed. " The Pawnees are living in peace
now.",
.
· WhHe this was somewhat surprising in itself,
it was more so to Young Wild West and his
:friends when they noticed that the man, though
garbed a s an Indian, was as white as th.emselves .

CHAPTER 11.-White · Dog, The Pawnee Paleface.
The newcomer was tall, and a s straight as an·
arrow, a s well as of athletic appearance in .general. T wo feathers arose from a braid in his long
hair , and in all but the fact that his skin was not
the copper hue, and his features were dis.tfuctly
those of the wh ite ' man, he appear ed to be jus.t
like the P awnees. Red Buck, the chief, was nearly as much su r prised a s we1·e- Young Wild West
and hi friend's when he leaped across the brook
and . interfered.
tc
·
"The Pawnees are at peace with the whites,"
the man r epeated, waving his hands triumpw mtly.
"Red Buck will t a ke the braves away, for they
must not get into t r ouble."
"Ugh!" exclaimed Red Buck, stepping back a
couple of paees and folding his arms across his
breast. He looked angrily at the man and acted
very much a s if he was half inclined to fight.
But not the least abashed, the newcomer nodded
to our hero and said : ·
"You have no fire-water to ,give tlie Pawnees,
and you will not give them the tobacco they
want."
•
"J rP.r.lcnn you have got that just about ri1rht.

,
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my friend," was the cool reply, and then Wild,
who had recovered from his surprise almost instantly, put out his hand and took him by the
· shoulder.
"You are not a redskin," he went on, " a nd I
can't underst and why you are rigged out like
one."
"Me the Pawnee paleface," was the reply, with
a certain show of pride, which could hardly hav1:.
been expected f rom him.
"Pawnee Paleface, eh?"
"Yes, paleface boy.
Red Buck the · chief,
brought me up from a little white papoose, and
his daughte1·, Blue Bird, is to be my sguaw in
another moon."
At this juncture the Pawnee chief stepped for' ward -a nd roughly pushed the Pawnee -paleface,
as he called himself, a side. •
"White Dog go back to Blue Bird and sing his
song of love," he said. "He must .not ma)ce
trouble for the palefaces. He must keep his
word."
,
·
"Me 110 mak~ trouble. Me w.ant fire-water .and
tobacco to smoke."
·
"Say, TI)y friend," W.ild said, as he. pushed the
angry chief .aside with his left hand and drew
White Dog closer to him, "you have no need to
worry about th is little matter. The chief has
said he was going to look for fi r e-w ater and t obacco. Just let him try it anq we'll mighty soon
show him that he can't fool with us. What Red
Dog needs is a gocid thr ashing, and if h e don't
leave this spot within two or three minutes you
:Can bet yo.ur life he'll get it. Don't think for an
instant that we ar:e afraid of him and his braves.
It wouldn't m ake any difference to u s if there
were twice a s ma ny. We have a way of taking
care of .ourselves, Now ti:).en, rather than get
into trouble with your intended father -in-law, or
your foster fath er, if you want to call him that,
you had better go back a s he told you, and sing a
love song to your intended bride. But it gets me
to see a white man who claims to be a Pawnee
palefac e, even by adoption."
·
.
White Dog looked at the boy in a peculiar sort
of admiration that wai; combined · with surprise.
Then he glanced at Cheyenne Charlie and Jim
Dar t, and aft n · doing that looked at the girl
and the two Ch; namen. H~ noticed that all but
the latter had r ifles in their hands, and this must
have convinced him that the Pawnees would meet
with a strong r esistance should they attempt t o
make a . search of the camp for fire-water. On ce
more he turned t o the chief and implor ed h im to
go a way. But Red Euck evidently thougnt i t
would be an easy thing to get the best of the
palefaces, for he simply pointed across the ;brook
from whence th_e P awnee paleface a pp~ared, and
said:
"Go o Blue Bird. She wants you t o sing to
hei-."
"That's right , White Dog," Wild :;;aid, in his
cool and easy way. "There is n o need of you getting into t his mix-u p. We are going t o have a
litt le scr immage now, so t ake m y advice and get
away."
The white Indian, as h e might be called, look ed
around in an undecided way, an d-then bow ing his
head, no doubt mean ing t hat h e subm itted to t he
super ior judgment of other s, he tur ned, and,
walking to the brook, lea ped across• a n d qu ickly
disappeared in the bu sh es

"Now then, you sneaking coyote," Wild said,
st ep ping up to the chief and giving him a push
th at sen t him back a pace, "I am going to tell
you once more that if you don't light out in a
hun'y you'll
get into trouble. Do you hear
what I say?
"Ugh! Paleface boy heap much talk," came
the angry reply. "Red Buck get mad pretty soon
and take his scalp."
"He will, eh? I •don't like to be threatened, so
I r eckon I'll have to punch your nose just to
show you 1.hat I mean business."
Then without giving him any- further warning, · Wild let · go with his clenched fist and
caught the chief squarely on his nose. The blow
was a hard one, and it caused him to stagger
back, while at the same time the blood gushed
from his nostrils. . Knowing that .his IJArtners
and the girls would take car.e of the .rest of the
· Indians, the young deadshot followed up his -advantage, and with a swinging blow• with his left
hand caught the a stounded chief on the side
of the head and sent him t o the ground.
A yell c~me from the fourteen redskins who
had follow ed the chief to the camp, and as they
made a move to rush u pon the boy, the voice of
Cheyenne Char li e :ran g out :
•
" Stop r ight where yer are, ol' you 'll dr op dead
in you r t racks. We've got you covered, redskins.
You a in't got the ghost of a show."
U rn' oubt edly they had no real intention of
pouncing upon Wild, bu.t bad merely acted on
t h e imµJuse, unable to 1,estain themselves, for
they mu st certainly have seen the rifles t hat were
leveled dir ectly at them. An yho w, they stopped
still in thei r tracks., and then _a fter a silence ·of a
· f ew seconds, moved .back slightly. The semi-circle
was broken now, ::rnd the old chief wai< lying upon
the ground, his head lifted and looking around
in a dazed sor t of way.
"Redskins," Young Wild West said, st epping up
and placing a foot upon the prostrate form of ,
theil: chi ef , " you came here for the purpose of
makmg trouble. I t old yom· chief that we had
no fire-w a ter, and he grew angry about it and
decla red that he wa s going to make a search of
the camp. Now then, I am going t o tell you the
same a s I t old him . I want you t o get awa y from
here."
There wa s an exchange of words in the Indian
tongue, and then two of the Indians stepped forward r ather t imidly and showed that they wanted t o assist th ei r chief to his f eet. Wild took his
foot away, an d p r mitted t hem t o · do so. Red
Buck no doubt wa s in a mood to kill the boy, but
h e knew h e st ood no cha nce, so h e submitted himself t o be led away.
"Red Buck ," Wild said, tan t alizingly, "your
camp is th e other side of the hill. Ours is here.
Please rem ember th at . We won 't come to interfe1·e with you, but you can do as you like. If
you snow u p agai n befor e morning , we'll" show
you how we ca n sh oot. N ow then, light out."
The majority of t he P aween s seemed glad of the
opportunity, for they lost no t ime in hu r r ying to
the h ill. The t wo wh o h a d assist ed t h e chief to
h is feet fo llowed a long with him, and they were
quickly lost in t h e da rkness as they reached the
top of the a scent.
·
" This i s what I call a rather funny incident,"
our hero said, turning to his companions. "I can't
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remember of ever having anything like it happen scout asked, somewhat angrily. "This ain't none
before. I wonder where the white redskin we!1t?;; of your business."
· "Me velly muchee suplise, Mislei: Charlie. Me
"You kin bet your life he ain't far away, Wild,
the scout retorted, with a shrug of the shoul- wantee hear- whattee um white ledskin say, so
ders. "He's the most puzzlin' part of it. The be. Me velly sma11;ee Chinee, but me nevee see
redskins must have thought it would be easy to um white ledskin before."
"You have seen a whole lot of whites what's
make us afraid of him, an' then they could gu
through the camp an' take what they wanted. . jest about a bad as redskins, an' maybe a
·Quite likely they did "'.ant tanglefoot, though. In- blamed sight worse."
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Me knowee
juns seem to haye a great fond~ess for the stuff.
lat!'
I wonder if Hop has got any?
. ,, .
"Want to give them some, Charhe? Jim Dart
White Dog was somewhat amazed at the
asked, with a laugh.
Chinaman and the way he talked. He looked at
"I reckon not. But it sorter strikes me that a him . sharply for a few seconds, -and then with
little drink wouldn't hurt me jest now. Not that a shake of the head turned inquiringly to the
I need it to brace me up any, but the mention of young deadshot.
it has sorter made me feel as if it would do me
"Shake hands with Hop Wah, our clever
good."
.
. ,, Chinee," the boy said.
. "Me gottee lillee tanglefoot, M1sler Charlie,
B;ifore the Pawnee Paleface fafrly understood
· the clever Chinee spoke up. "You gittee um cup what was meant, Hop reached out
and seized him
and me givee you lillee bit."
by the hand.
"Afraid to let me have the bottle,-eh?"
"Velly glad to knowee you, Misler White Dog,"
"Missee Anna no likee you dlinkee fl.om um he said, smilingly.
bottle. She 'flaid you takee too muchee."
"Chinee· heap much funny," was the reply.
·· This caused a laugh, though it did not prevent
"Velly muchee funny, so.be. Me velly smartee
all hand,; from keeping a :watch in the direction Chinee, too. Me makee plenty magic tlick and
the Indians had taken. But Charlie took it good- velly muchee laugh-ee. Me gottee uncle in China
naturedly, and when Wing 1?rought him a ti_n whattee velly muchee smartee; me allee samee
cup he held it out for the Chmaman to keep his Jikee my uncle."
word.
·
"That will do, Hop," Wild said, holding up his
Then Hop produced a pint flask from some- hand for silence. "Now then," and he nodded to
where under the loose-fitting coat he wore, and, the guest, "go ahead and tell us something about
removing the cork, poured a small quantity of the yourself, ,White Dog."
contents in it.
"Me no tell very much. Red Buck find me
"A little water now, Wing, so I kin have a when a little papoose, and take me to live in his
chaser," the scout said.
tepee. Me grow up and be a Pawnee. ·Every"Allee light, Misler Charlie," and the cook hur~ body call me the Pawnee Palefac~."
rie.d to comply with his re~~est.
.
.
"That's about all you can tell us, eh?"
.
''Here's luck, everybody! Charlie sa1_d, as. he
"Yes," and there was just the least tinge· of a
took the drink. "I'd like to see that white_ InJun sad look on his face as he answered. ·
come back ag'in an' tell us more about himself.
"You haven't any idea as to who you;: parents
Seemed to be a putty good kind of a galoot. I were or where you were born?••
ain't got no use for redskins, but this ~er1: feller_
"No."
has a white skin, an' from what he said himself,
"But" you would like to know."
he ain't got no In.iun blood in his veins. He was
"Maybe yes, maybe no. Me love Blue Bird as
found when he was ~ little bady, an' brought up
by the Pawnees. Been livin' with 'em ever since. the rosebud loves the sun after the rain. Maybe
if me find a paleface father and mother me no
I s'pose an' sorter got in their ways."
He fulished up by taking a couple of swallows have Blue Bird for my squaw."
"Say, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up, someof the water the cook had provi4ed him with, and
then turned and looked across the brook at the what excitedly, "this here strikes me as bein'
bushes where White Dog had disappeared. As if somethin' mighty funny. In the first place, the
he tool< it for the cue to reappeal·, the Pawnee blamed old chief is named Red Buck. Then this
paleface quickly emerged from the bushes and here feller is. White Dog; an' the squaw is Blue
Bird. Sorter like the American colors, ain't it?
leaped lightly across the stream.
·
Red, white an' blue."
"White Dog come back," he said, bowing in the
"You have certainly got that right, Charlie.
form of -an excuse.
But there isn't much in an Indian name. They
"That's all right," Wild answered, nodding his use all the colors and all 'the animals,
birds, fish
head approvingly. "Come and sit down and we'll and everythipg else when they are naming
the
have a little talk. I reckon you have seen enough papooses. It's easy to understand
to convince you that we are not afraid of Red was given the name of White Dog."why this man
Buck and his gang."
"Yes, I s'pose it is. It was 'cause he's w1iite.
"Paleface boy heap much brave."
But where does the dog come in?"
· Certainly the Pawnee by adoption talked exact"A white dog come and lick my face when me
ly like the regular members _of the tribe.
sick," the Pawnee Paleface spoke up quickly, in
· "Sit down, my friend," Wild said, motioning to exr,lanation.
a blanket that was upon the . ground near the . 'Oh, I see. That accounts for it, then. So
fire. Then Hop put some more fagots on ·the you're goin 1 to marry a squaw, eh?"
fire and pushed up close, as if it was necessary • "Yes, before another moon. Maybe in seven,
for- him to get near the guest.
.
'
eight suns."
. "Where you tryin' to git to, heathen?" the - - "Where is she now?"
•
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"She in the Pawnee camp over by the river/'
and he pointed to the east.
They kept on asking him questions, ~nd gleaned the information that there was quite an Indian viUage about fifteen mile5 from the spot,
and that Red Buck and his braves, accompanied
by White Dog, had started out to hunt some big
game that morning, and not being very successful, had camped for the ~ight, . intending to do
further hunting the following day..
"You seem to be all right, White Dog," Wild
said when the guest arose to leave the camp.
"Pr~bably you can re~son ';l'ith you! in~ended
father-in-law and convmce him that it will not
be well for him to interfere with us. Just as
sure as he does we'll put up a fight, and you can
bet your life if we do that the redskins are going·
to get the worst of it. While I a:m sorry t(! find
you Jiving here in this way, I hope you will be
very happy when you wed Blue Bird, the squaw.
Since the Pawnees are supposed to be at peace
with the palefaces, we may take_ a ride over t_oward the village to-morrow, and 1f. we do we will
camp somE"-wh;cre ~ear it. TI:en .you c~n intro(.uce us to your mtended bride, and if_ every'thing works out nicely, we might be permitted to
witness the maniag,i ceremony."
"Young Wild Wtst ta-lk just right," was the .
reply and the man seemed to be more than
pleas~d. "Me fix everything all right. Red Buck
will do as I say."
Then with a bow to each of thoi,e present, he
turned and quickly leaped across the brook again
and disappeared in the bushel'.
"Something of a romance, maybe, Et," said
Wild, smiling at his sweetheart.
"It looks that way, Wild," Arietta answered.
"WeH I see no reason why we shouldn't help the
man ~11 we can. If he is bound to marry a
squaw, it is his business."

CHAPTER III.-The Start Fo.r The Pawnee
Village.
All agreed with Arietta in what she said re-

garding White Dog and the squaw.

The more they thought about it the more they
felt that it was a rather queer adventu1·e they
had fallen into. Mix-ups and scrimmages with
roving bands of Indians · were common, but the
fact that here was a white man with the traits
of a real Indian forming the central figure in it,
made it all the moi·e interesting.
·
"I don't know how the Pawnee Paleface will
make out about causing the old chief to change his
mind," Young Wild West said, as he arose from
where he was sitting near the fire and looked
toward the hill. "Perhaps he may induce him to
keep away from us, pr he may not.' It matters
little to us which way it goes, for it's a pretty
sure thing that we will be able to take care of
ourselves. I reckon I'll go over that way and
have a look around just to satisfy myself as to
how things are going. Charlie, you and Jim with
the assistance of the two heathens, can spend your
time in dragging that fallen tree over this way,
so in case anything does happen of a serioua
nature, at least the girls will have something to
get behind for protection."
''That's right, Wild," the scout retorted. "I

was thinkin' about that very thing. Come on,
Jim."
·
"We'll all help;'' Arietta spoke up. "Wild, you
be very careful and don't get too close to the redskins\ for certainly they have no liking for you,
especially after the way you treated "their c)lief."
"After the -way I treated their chief, eh?" and
the boy laughed lightly. "Don't you think I
treated Jiim about right?"
"Oh, yes, of •course r,ou did. But they won't
feel that way ,about it.'
•
The boy nodded, and then without waiting any
further he set out through the darkness. But he
did not go straight up the hill. He knew it was
quite possible that some of the redskins might
be near :i.t hand watching them, and he did not
mean to run upon them and he caught napping.
Th~ you?g deadshot crossed the brook, and then
workmg his way through the bushes without making scarcely any noise, soon reached a sort of path
in the woods which led around the hill.
"I reckon this is the way the Pawnee Paleface
went," he thought. "Seems as if some one has
traveled this way before, for the bushes don't
interfere with 1 me a great deal."
He continued on until at length he caught the
gleam of the camp-fire of the Pawnees. Then .
with a nod of satis_faction he moved silently toward it. It was quite easy to approach the
camp, for ~e soon saw that there were no guards
about it, smce he coui:i,ted sixteen grouped near
the fire. As he got a httle nearer he could easily
distinguish White Dog, who was the center of the
group. He was talking in a convincing way to
Red Buck, the chief, and it did not 'take Wild
mo!·e than . a min~te t_o satisfy himself . that the
w~,1te man was domg Just as he said he would.
Must have some sort of power over the redskins, too," was the in~ard comment of the boy
as he got up a little closer, hoping to be able ~
hear what they were saying. But when he got
near enough for that, the redskins began talking
all,out the day's hunt, and of what they hoped· to
do on· the morrow. Wild waited a few minutes
and when he saw the white Indian throw hi~
~lanket 1;1pon the ground and lay down, he decided
it was time to go back to the camp. Before he
left the spot, however, others followed the example of White l)og, and then our hero knew pretty
we!! that ~hey did not intend . to leave the place
until morrung. He soon made his way back and
found his partners and the girls waiting expectantly.
"Everything is all right," he said, as he climbed over the tree that had been drawn upon close
to the tents. "I reckon they won't bother us again
to-night. White Dog 'Was doing a lot of talking
to them when I_ got in sight of the camp. He
seemed to have httle or no trouble in making them
agree with him. I waited until I saw him lie
down on his blanket, and then I started back "
"You can't tell what they might .do though
Wild," Cheyenne Charlie said with a shr~g of th~
shoulders. "An Injun's an Injun every time an'
there ain't no trustin' 'em."
'
"Of course, Charlie. But we expect to keep a
watch; as usual, don't we?"
"Sartinly we do."
"All right, then. I reckon the;t won't SUJl)rise
us very handily."
Th~t settled it, so Charlie said no -moi-e on the
aubject. Gener~lly Young Wild West and Ma
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friends were .i n the habit of turning in early, he slipped cautiously, fixin.1,1; the noose so he might
especially whwi. they had covered a long distance use it in a hurry. As he pushed up the flap of the
during the day.
•
tent to creep in he gave a start of surp~·ise. Hop
It happened that they had been in the saddle was not there.
.
since seven in the morning, with the exception of
·"Whatee mattee, Misler ChaTlie?" a voice asked
the hour's rest they took at noon, so i1 was not behind him,' and then turning he saw the clever .
strange that they should begin to feel sleepy Chinee standing there smiling blandly at him.
before it was yet nine o'clock. ~Even Hop Wah,
"I don't know as there's anything the matter,"
who was generally very wakeful a t t hat hour, Charlie answered, somewhat angrily.
yawned once or twice, and then declared that he
. "Lat allee light, Misler Charlie.
Me allee
was' going to bed. By 1·etiring early it required samee awakee. Me knowee you wante~ play lillee
1
a longer watch for each of the three, but really it tlick, so be. Me velly smartee Chinee. Gittee .
made no materia~fference as to the tiµie eacli outtee um tent velly muchee quickee while you ·
had for sleeping. As usual, Jim took first trick, allee !5amee gittee um· lope. No ketche lis tim~
and a little after nine he was the -0nly one at the Misler Charlie."
·•
camp who was awake. The minutes flitted by and
Then he stepped back quickly, for he knew he
ran into hours, and Jirp's wa.tch was passed with- scout might make a sudden grab for him . But
out anything happening. Then it came Charlie's Charlie did not do it. He simply went around
turn, and he had th'e same · experience.
·
the side of the tent again and put the lariat where
Wild was aroused when the proper time came, he had taken it from. Of course, the attention of
and then the long night came to a finish a,nd day- the o\hers had been attracted when Hop was talk~
light showed itself in the east without the In- ing, and it_was easy for them to guess that Chardians coming to bothlt.- them. The young dead- lie had got the worst of it again.
.
shot aroused the cook a little before sunrise, and
"'fhat was it, anyhow, Hop?" Anna asked, a:,
in doing so naturally disturbed Charlie and Jim, the clever Chinee turned t~ ~go to the brook ·to
who promptly · arose. Hop .remained sleeping take his morning wash.
s9unely, and as the scout ·turned to go ou_t of the
"Misler Charlie thlinkee me all ce samee
tent' he looked at him and paused, a b.road grin sleepee, and he wantee havee lillee fun, ,:o be,"
promptly showing on his face.
was the reply.
"Say, Wing," he added, in a whisper, as he
"Oh! He was bound to try and play a trick on
touched the cook on the arm and then pointed at you, eh?"
his sleeping brother, " you ain't for got how he's in
"Lat light; Missee Anna. But me velly smartee
the habit of wakin' you some m·o rning's when_he Chinee."
gits up first, have you?"
Whatever the scout might have thought just
"Me no forgittee, Mi sle1: Charlie,'' Wing an- then, he did not say !U\Ything. He seemed to be
swered, at the same ti~e frowning at Hop.
able to control himself suff.ciently to make it ap"Well, I reckon you kin git squar with him if pear that everything was all ri~ht. A f t w comyou want to. S'pose you was to git a pail of ments were made about it, and then all hands
water an' chuck it on him. Might make -hliti wake turned their attention to the breakfast. They had _(
U·P putry quick."
just about fini shed eating when. footsteps. were
"Lat gitt~ um blanket allee samee muchee wet, heard the other side of the brook. 'l'hcn the
Misler Charlie," was the reply. "Me no•wantee Paw:nee Paleface suddenly emer ged from the
do lat. Maybe me lettee Hop alone, so be."
bushes and stood looking . 1tt them.
"I reckon that's the prope~· thing to do, Wing,"
"Good-mol-ning, White Dog!" Wild called out,
Wild spoke up from the out&ide, for he was close ,in his cool and easy way,' "You thought you
enough t hear, the whispered. conversation. •·
would come around and see u s again, eh-?"
Chai-lie said no more, bu_t he cast a look at the
"Yes, me want to come· some more. Maybe you
Chinaman which told plainly that he would like go to the Pawnee village."
·
to do something to him if Wing was not inclined
"Vve are going over that way, I reckon. · The
that way. The fact wa that Hop had played so girls are anxious to see your squaw."
many tricks upon the scout and Wing that both
"Good! Me like that, for Blue Bird is -as beauhad ample rea sons for wanting to get square with tiful as the roses and the stars."
him. But each time either of them tried it they · "-She must be a wonder,. then," Cheyenne Chargenerally got the worst of it somehow, for Hop lie ..d~cl!!red. , "I've seen a good many squaws in
was altogether too clever for them, and his ready my time, . an blamed if I ever seen ver one. or
wi~ and quick · action invariably came to his aid. two that could pass on anything for good looks."
Charlie gave up the idea, and a ssisted about the
"Oh, yes, you have, ChaTlie," Anl)a corrected.
camp and looked after the horses until the break- . "Some of the Indian gi:i_:ls are very beautiful."
fast was nearly ready. Then he looked toward
."They may be in your. way of thinkin', gal, but
the tent, and not seeing anything of Hop yet, he not in mine. But don't think I'm tr;vin'· to make
ventured over to it. The girls were up and stir- out that this here one called Blue Bird ain't all
ring before this, and Anna was lending her a s- right, a s far as lnjuns goes. What a redskin
sistance to the cooking, she having mixed up a calls good looks might be a whole lot different
batch of flour and meal with the necessary ad- from what we· could call it."
ditions to make a couple of dozen corn muffins.
t•But White Dog isn't a redski:n, Charlie."
Apparently Hop was just as sound a sleep as
"He ain't as far as birth goes, but I reckon he
ever, for he lay flat upon his back, his mouth is jest about the same as most of 'em. He's been
open and snoring as the scout peered in. Charlie brought IJP among 'em, so you couldn't expect
looked around, and seeing that Wild · was not nothin' else."
·
looking that way, he slipped around the side of the
White Dog seemed to be rafher pleased at this,
tent and got his lariat, which was attached to his .for he drew himself up proudly as if he wanted
aaddle and hanging from the limb of a t1·ee. Back to pose for them, -and then said:
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"White Dog is tl}e Pawnee
Paleface. Maybe
•~Maybe you think · we had •better not go ove:r
his white father ~nd m'.oth(;!r in_the ;HaP.P,Y., Hun~- -~~er.e,. then,.- <:;h~,rlie.''. , ,
. .• .· .
ing Grounds a:re,smding down on him now. They . 1'What!l/ aJ1d. -the scout turned and looked at ·
know that· the l;'awnees gave him feed and made ' ,him in ama~ment. "Why, that's jest what I;
him grow into·.'a man . .and that makes him the want to·do. _,Trouble i_s. the thing what .makes me .
same as th~ Paw:rtees."
·
·
alive. I'm jest hopin' they ·wm start· up somethin'
' 11 hardly think · you could "induce that fellow
iri that line."
.
· ·
to leave the redskins and go and live with those
They all laughed at this, for they knew pretty
of his own race," Jim Dart remarked, as he looked well that Charlie was· telling nothing but the·
at the young deadshot.
ti·uth. Half an hour later the pack-horses were
"I reckon you're right, Jim,'.' was the reply . . loaded, and then all hands mounted. ·Riding down
"Well, it's no affair of ours, _a nyhow. But I am until they found ·a good place to cross the brQok,
just enough interested in him to make the trip they soon reached the other :;;i,ie, a:q,d ·were folover to tl).e Indian village so we can all have a look lowing a sort of path through the ~oods that ·tJ>.ey
at :Uloe Bird; Maybe we inay be able to hasten knew must take them somewhere close to the along the wedding a little, and then the girls will Pawnee camp.
<"
bav& _quite a. treat. They hav~ witnessed a few
redskm weddmgs, and I am qmte sure they have
always been pleased."
CHAPTER IV.-A Cry for Help.
"This here will lie a tedskin weddin' with a
white-skin man for the groom," · Cheyenne CharHop Wah, the- clever Chinee, managed to drop
lie · remarked, with a chuckle.
well in the rear as they w,&re riding through a
''The paleface scout says the truth," White Dog patch of rather thick woods. The fact was that"
called out, and then he leaped lightly across the he still had a small quantity of whisky left and
brook.
' he .!i.appened to feel in the humor to take a drink
"Had your breakfast?" Wild asked, as he looked just about then. Knowing that Young Wild West
&J1>Und and saw Wing cleaning up the rema).ns and his friends did not favor his drinking, it -....,as
of'the early repast.
.
but natural that he should feel it advisfible to tako
"Yes, me have plenty to eat. The Pawnees go the_ drink ~hile they were not observing him. He
to hunt now. Me go, too," and he held up the waited until they all turned a bend in what might
rifle he was carrying.
be called the natural path they were following
· "You're starting out now to try and shoot some and then he quickly pulled a pint flask from hi~
pocket and applied it to his lips. ·
game, eh?"
"Yes, me want to take ·a fine buck to the camp.
"Lat velly goodee, so be!" he exclaimed giving
Blue Bird must have the skin so she can fix it 1;1 nod of satisfaction as he replaced the c~rk and
put
away the flask
and paint it for the teepee."
"Ugh!" came the guttural exclamation from
"I see. Well, I hope }!OU get a nice buck. If
we happen to shoot any we'll see to it that you some foliage close on his right.
have the skins, so you can take th.e m to Blue . "Whattee mattee?" Hop asked, looking around
m a startled way. "Allee samee ledskin.''
Bird."
.
"Chin~ heap much fool," came :(rom the
"No," and White Dog shook his hea.d. "The
teepee me live in with.Blue Bird must be made ~ushes, and then 1:ted B1;1ck, the Pawnee chief, gun
m hand, stepped mto view.
·
of the skins of the game me shoot."
"Lat a.Hee light, Misler Ledskin," Hop an"That's all right, too: I don't blame you for
that. You look as if you ;night be a pretty good swered, putting on a bold front. "Maybe you allee s·a mee foolee, too, so l:ie. . Me vell $martee
hunter. Can you shoot well?"
,
Chinee.''
"Me shoot very straight."
The chief showed no signs of putting up a fight
"All right, White Dog. I hope you have good
luck. We'll do a little hunting up the hill, too. I or even frighte1:1ing the Chinaman. He simply
to be disgusted. Hop was quick to think
reckon we'll strike out about due east, and it appeared
·draw a conclusion. It took him not more than
won't be very long before we come in sight of and
your village. Do you think we'll be welcomed a second to understand the situation. The redskin, while _he was not going to molest him, would
there?"
be pleased to have. a taste of the contents of the
"l\1aybe some of the old Pawnees no like you.'' flask.
Instead of riding on, the '-Chinaman lin-"All righ!, then. I believe you said there's a
and a s Red Buck came out and stood near
mer over there, so we-'ll pitch our camp on the gered,
his horse, he nodded smilingly to him and said:
lide opposite the village."
"You likeEl, havee lillee dlink of tanglefoot, MisWhite Doi.? nodded approvingly, and then he po- ler Ledskin ?"
litely bowed to them all, and, as he had done the
"Red Buck like fire-water," came the rather
night before, turned quickly and leaped acress eager 1·esponsse.
the brook.
•
"Allee light," and Hop quickly produced the
"Wild, he d1dn't say whether the redskins was flask, which was not the same one he had taken
goin' to Jet us alone or not," Cheyenne Charlie a drink from less than a minute before.
observed, with a shrug of the shoulders.
"Red Buck want to drink," the Indian , ex"I suppose he thought it was hardly necessary, claimed, reaching fo!· the flask.
since they didn't come back again during the
"Maybe you no likee."
•
night," was the reply.
''Ugh! Hurry up," and the Fawne~ actually
"Maybe so. But you kin bet, that we're goin' to made a grab for it. ~
have a little trouble if we go over close to that
"Allee light. You waitee till me go on," Hop
lnjun village. This here chief, Red Buck, will . said, as he started his horse forward.
attend to that part of it when he comes back."
He had permitted the pack-horse . he was lead-
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ing to follow on along with the one his brother few feet of the stream. "I wonder what river
was in charge of, so he had all the opportunity it is."
"Maybe it ain't nothin' but a creek, Wild," the ,
in the world to make a das)I for it. As thil horse .
started forward, he reached over and permitted scout suggested, as he looked up and down and
.the chief to take the flask. Then he spoke sha1,ply then shook his head. "It don't seem to be so
to his steed a•d went through the woods at a gal- awful deep, though it's putty wide right here."
of the Canadian
"I reckon it must be a branch
lop. Red Buck threw back his head, and placing
1
the flask to his mouth, permitted the contents fo ~i-ver, but it really makes no difference what it
gurgfe down his throat. He took two or three is. Right here it looks SQmething like a lake.
swallows, and then he gave vent to a cough, which We'll talie a rest here for a little whjle, and then
.
was quickly followed by a yell of disgust. The we'll try and locate the Pawnee village."
dose the redskin had taken was quite enough to
It was not necessary to take a rest, but since
cause him genuine agony for a few minutes, and they did not intend to go 111tch further that day,
before he had recovered from the effects of it, Hop they were in no hurry. Arietta was the first to
dismount, and she had barely done so when a flock
had joined his companions.
"Where did you come from in sich a hurry, of .ducks settled into the water less tlian a hunheathen?" Cheyenne Charlie called out, as Hop dred yards below them.
"Wild ducks, Wild!" she exclaimed. "Let's
came riding up.
"Um ledskin allee samee stoppe roe, Misler shoot some of them."
Charlie. He wantee killee me."
'' A good idea, Et," the young deadshot retorted,
Wild quickly called a halt. He knew th t the as he gave a.n approving nod. "Get out the shotChinaman was . joking, yet at the same time he guns, Hop."
felt that he might be partly telling the truth.
double-barreled shot-guns
· They had a couple
"What have you been doing?" he demanded, as in the supplies which were generally used by
he rode up and seized the Chinaman by the arm. l\.nna and Eloise.
"Me stoppee lillee while back lere, and pletty
on, little girl," the yo1,mg q.eadshot said,
soonee um bigee ledskin comee and say he wantee as "Come
took one of the guns and left his rifle hangtanglefoot. Me no havee tanglefot, so me givee inghe
to -the .horn of his saddle. "We'll see who will
him allee samee water and led pepper. Burnee get the
•
most."
um ledskin's thloat velly muchee. Me comee away
"I'll beat you if I can," the girl answered apvellv muchee quickee, so be."
·
as she ran after him, i,,'1ln in hand.
"Give th.e sneakin' redskin a • dose of cayenne .provingly,
There was- a bunch of tall reeds between them
pepper an' - water, eh?" Cheyenne Charlie ex- and
_the ducks, so t~~ two stepped along swiftly,
claimed, a broad grin showing on his tanned a,nd le.avmg
rest wa1tmg to hear the shooting beweather-beaten face. "Blamed if that ain't a gm. Itth~
did not take very long for Wild and
good one. Where is he now, Hop?"
to kill a considerable number of the ducks.
But Hop did not have to answer, for at that AriettaHop
and Wing waded in after the ducks
mon,.ent hurried footsteps were heard, and then Then
really did not have to go any. deeper tha~
Red Buck, his eyes blazing with anger, came dash- They
their knees to gather in all the ducks, and once
ing from the bushes.
fhey had them they returned to where the horses
"Whattee matter, Misler Ledskin?" Hop asked had been left. When they got there they were
boldly, for he now had not the least fear of being surprised to see White Dog, the Pawnee Paleface
•
harmed by his irate victim.
sitting on the back of his horse waiting for them'.
"Chinee try to poison lnjun," came from the Hanging over his steed behind him was a fine
chief in a choking sort of voice.
buck, and with a happy smile on his face, he said:
"Take it easy, chief," Wild spoke up, in his cool
" Me get the buck for Blue Bird."
and easy way. "If the heathen played a trick on
"Got it putty quick, didn't you?" Charlie asked,
you, it serves you r ight. You had no .business to
stop him and demand whisky. You get out of as he walked around and took a look at the slain
animal.
here, and be quick about it."
"Me shoot half an hour ago. Then me start to
The boy made a threatening move with his revolver, and Red Buck quickly stepped back and come to the village of the Pawnees."
"I see, White Dog," Wild spoke up "You hapmade off.
"Blamed if I wouldn't like to see the redskin pened to be right here when you hea.,d u s shootcut his pigtail off a.n' have don_e with it,"' Chey- ing, and you, thought you hall better find out what
enne Char lie declared. "It would serve him jest it meant. I s that it?"
"Yes. Me know somebody shoot with shot-guns.
about right."
"Nevee mindee, Misler Charlie. Um ledskin no Shoot heap much ducks."
"Quite a few for four shots, I reckon. We'll
takee my scalp. Me velly smartee Chinee. Me
give you a pair to take home to Blue Bird."
lookee outtee for lat."
This seemed to please him, . and selecting two
It was all rather amusing, and our frien s
could not help smiling as they rode on through of the finest ones of the bunch, Wild tied them tothe woods. But after that Charlie saw to it that gether with a piece of string he took from hie
.
Hop had no chance of lagging behind, and at pocket and handed them over.
"White Dog thank ybu," the Indian said, and
length, just as they had about covered a distance
of fifteen miles, they came in sight of a, rather t~en he bowed, his eyes beaming with appreciation.
wide stream of water.
The Pawnee Paleface was just going to ride
"The river!" Arietta exclaimed. "I hardly
away when he gave a start and looked down the
thought we would reach it· so soon."
"We have been quite long enough, I think, Et," river. Then a faint cry which was surely ' a call
her dashing, younll.' lover answered, as he rode for help was heard by all hands.
"What is that, Wild?"
from the edre of the woods and paused within a
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"Suppose you run back and tell the Chinaman 1
"Someone in . distress, I reckon, Et," was tht:
to come on with the _J)ack-horse!;. We have got
quick reply.
"Somebody call," White Dog spoke up, and to give this fellow sorll'ething to eat."
then he slipped from the back-of his horse and
Arietta nodded, and then follqwed by An~a· and
started in the direction the sounds came from.
Eloise, who had been standing ne~ her · a short
As they got past the spot where Wild and distance from the fallen tree, hurried ' away.
Arietta had been standing when they shot the Meanwhil~ Wild and Charlie made a quick exducks, another call was heard . This time it was • amination of the inju1;ed man's lower extrenTities.
much plainer, and they located it as coming from The ~ree had fallen across his legs just above the
a clump of trees close to the bank of the river, knees, and had pinned him in such. a way that it
and not more than a couple of hundred feet dis- was impossible to extricate himself. This was
tant. With the Indian in the lead, they hurried due to the fact that his feet had al so been caught
on, leaving the two hinamen in charge of the • by the falling of a projecting limb.' While he was
horses. Raaching the .trees, they came upon a bruised and bleeding, it did not take the yourig
rather startling sight. Pinned to the vound by deadshot long to satisfy himself that no bones
a fallen tree lay a grizzled old man who s·e emed were broken.
to be hardly more than alive.
"I reckon you'll be all right in a. week or o,"
he said to him reassuringly. "But it seems to me
you might have been able to free yourself if you
had g.ime about it in the right way.''
CHAPTER V.-The Old Hunter.
"Couldn't do it, young feller. I tried to turn
"Somebody's come at last,'' the helpless old man over, but one of my feet was caught an' I couldn't
cried, his eyes lighting up with joy. "I've called move it an inch. There was the .weight of that
tree right on me, too, an' every time I moved it
an' called, but it was no use until now."
"Are you badly hurt?" Young Wild West a sked made it worse. You can't tell how it was, 'cause
.
you don't know."
a s he quickly knelt o.ver him.
"I can imagine pretty well. But, anyhow, you'll .
"I don't know jest how bad I'm hurt, but I'.m
putty nigh. starved, an' if I don't git a drink of get over it all right. You'll have something to
water putty s_oon I'll sartinly die," came the 1·eply eat in a minute or two . • Have another swallow of
water.''
in a gasping voice.
The water was accepted, and· then the old felThe young deadsh9t shot a quick glance at the
tree, which was so heavy that it seemed as· if it low once more pointed to 'the canoe.
"Put me in my canoe," he said.
must have crushed the legs of the old man en"There's no hurry about it, is there?"
tirely. But the boy knew it could be lifted, so
.
"Yes, there is. I want to see if everything is
nodding to his two partners, he said:
"Boys, get this thing up a little and I'll pull all right tbere."
him out from under it. Maybe he's not hurt so
"'¥e'll find out about that for you."
badly, after All."
"No, no, .came the protest.
an"Right yer are, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie
"Don't worry, old fellow. We are not, going to
his
over
swered, and then jerking his thumb
hurt your canoe any," and so saying, \Vild seized
a
shoulder toward the water, he added: "There's
the rope and pulled the lightly constructed craft
canoe tied there. I wonder if it belongs to thi s to the shore.
.
Jeller.''
He did not stop at that, but pulled it completely
"Yes, yes," the man ~ried in a husky voice. out of the water. Then Jim seized the other end
"The canoe is mine."
and the two of them Quickly carried it over to
"All right, here she goes, then."
the owner was sitting.
where
The tree was lifted from the old hunter's legs
reckon it's all right, my friend," Wild said,
"I
by Charlie, Jim and the Indian. Wild supported in his cool and easy way.
the old man, who pointed toward the lake and
Without making a reply the injured man pulled
'
said:
himself a little higher, and then he thrnst a hand
"Try ter get me in- ther canoe.''
.
into the bow of the canoe.
"I recko we'll find out how badly you're hurt
"It's all right," he said, with a sigh of relief,
first," the young deadshot retorted. "Just take it and then he brought out a t~-gallon jug of the
easy, my friend. A drink of water, Charlie."
ordinary kind.
But the Indian had already turned to the river,
''Whisky, eh?" Charlie said, a grin showing.
and now came forward with a flask he had hur. ·
riedly filled. The old man ,drank eagerly, aitd the on hi s face.
"No, there was liquor in it at one time, but it's
.
~ater did much to bring back his strength.
"Been here two whole days," he declared, as he e, pty now. I've got to keep that jug, though.
looked about him sadly. "You remember the It s an heir-loom. Belonged to my grandfather,
you know, an' I was afraid it might have got out
awful wind we had the day afore yisterday.''
There had been quite a high wind at the place of the canoe in some way.''
Wild reached out for the jug, and rather ' rewhere Young Wild West and his friends were
camped, but none of them thought it had blown _.. luctantly it was given him. The boy decided that
h:ud enough to force. such a big tree to fall. But it was empty right away, so he did not take the
when they looked at the roots they saw that it was trouble to remove the stopper. When he got it
olJ and rotten, and consequently it might have-- back the old man placed it beside him, and then
been little more than an ordinary gust that with a nod of satisfaction, he said:
"I don't know who you folks are, but you have
caused it to come crashing to the g1·ound. · More
If I'd had to
water was given the man, and then Wild nodded all got my thanks for savin'
stay here a day longer, I sartinly would have died.
·
to .'\rietta and said :
#

me.
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Maybe I'll be able to return the favor afore ve1·y
long. But-hello ! here comes some g·rub."
. Sure enough, Wing, the cook, was hurrying
along in advance of the ~.-est, and he had something that was good to eat in his hand. It was
bread and meat, and all hands stood there and
watched the half-starve d fellow devour it. When
he had finished the portion that had been given
him, he took another drink of water, and then
with a sigh of relief remarked:
!'You haven't told me who you are yet."
"That's all right," the young deadshot answered. "I'll let you know who I am, and then
introduce the rest 1·ight away."
He quickly did this, and then the old man said
that his name was Dan Jason, and that he was
a hunter by profession, and had been for a number of years. · He declared that he lived in a lone
cabin about six miles from the Pawnee village.
·u1 was out lookin' after my traps when it got
dark in a hurry the night afore last, so I jest sat
down under this here tree to wait till the sto1·m
was over. The first thing I .knowed there was
a big gust of wind, an' down ~am~ the tree .. Afoi+e
I could git out of the way 1t pmned me Jest as
you found me. But vou have saved my ,lif,e, an'
I've got my jug, so I reckon I'd better git m my
canoe an' go on down the river. My cabin ain't
more than a quarter of a mile from it, you know."
The Pawnee Paleface had said nothing all this
time, but had merely looked. on, show!ng his interest. He now turned to Wild and saitl:
"White Doi? has seen-the paleface hunter many
times. What he has told is the truth. He lives in
a cabin down the river."
"Hello!" Dan Jason exclaimed suddenly. "So
you're the white redskin, eh? I didn't notice you
afore. I oughter know you, too, 'cause you're the
only one -I've ever seen. Much obliged to yer for
helpin' lift the tree from my legs. Maybe I'll. be
able to do you a good turn some time."
.
White Dog stepped up and put out his hand,
which the old hunter accepted and shook warmly.
Charlie had staretd in to dr-ess the wounds and
bruises and after he had washed the parts well
with w~ter; he proceeded to use the oint~ent and
bandages he had. The result was that m about
fifteen minutes after he had partaken of th e food
the old hunter was able to get upon his feet. But
he could not walk without the aid of a stick, so
our friends did not feel like putting him in the
canoe and letting him go on down the river. B1;1t
he insisted upon it so hard that they finally did
" so, and once the little craft was pu~hed off, .th e
old fellow seized the paddle, and, wavmg an adieu,
went on down just as if he was as good as ever.
"White Dog," Wild said, nodding to the P:iwn~e
by adoption, "I ~~lie~e the old hu:r_iter said his
cabin was about six nnles from the village of your
people."
·
1
"Yes " was the reply.
"It has been there for a long time, I suppose."
"Longer than I know of. It was there before
the Pawnees made their village on the bank of
this river."
"He must b& an old-timer, then. But, come to
think of it, he looked to be a man of. seventy by
his general appearance ."
"He's all of that, you kin bet," Cheyenne ~bar-Iii declared. "Did you notice the old-fash10n ed
rifle he had in the canoe?"
•

11

"Yes, I saw it," Wild. answered. uThere were
some rusty old -traps there, too."
"But it was the · jug what he wanted, though,
wasn't it?" and the scout shook his head in a
half-quizzic al way.
•
"I suppose the jug really had •belonged to his
grandfathe r, and for that reason he took a lot-of
stock in it."
·
"Lots of people would take stock in an old
jug like that, especially if it had somethin' good
inside it," and then Charlie gave a chuckle at his
little joke.
"I'll tell you what I'm going to do," Wild said,
after thinking a moment. "We may as well ride
on dow}\ the river and camp somewhere close to
the old hunter's cabin. It may be that he will
not be able to get to the cabin after leAving the
canoe, for even though his wounds have been -fuc:ed
up, a certain degree 6f st'i ffness is bound to set
in, since he has been moving the muscles." ·
"We could J?O down 'there just as well as not,
Wild," Arietta spoke up.
"Me go ·that way," White Dog declared.
"But your home isn't in that direction, though,"
said Wild.
"No, the Pawnees' village that way," and he
pointed up the stream.
"All right, then, White Dog. You take your
buck and J?O on home to Blue Bird. We'll look
after the old hunter. and unless we find that he
needs assistance, we'll not interfere with him at
all. He's an eccentric old fellow, anyhow, and I
doubt if he would appreciate our visiting his
cabin."
The Pawnee Paleface seemed to think that
whatever Young Wild West said was right, so he
bade them all 11:ood-by, promising to see them
when they called at the village, and then making
his way to his horse, mountM and rode off.
"Now then, if you're all ready we'll ride on
down the river." our hero said, in his cool and
easy way. "Certainly old man Jason will send
that canoe along faster than we ca-q go at a walk.
But we'll give him a chance tq get there a little
ahead of us. Now then, you two heathens, come
on."
The boy turned to assist his sweetheart to
mount, but: she was a little too quick for him, and
with great agility was in the saddle. Anna and
Eloise were assisted, however, by Charlie and
Jim, and then in less than a minute they were
off. As usual, Hop and Wing brought up the
rear, leading the pack-horses . Both of them had
been not a little interested, though it is doubtful if Wing thought apout the old hunter long
after he had brought the food to him. He was
a Chinaman who never seemed to regard things
as startling. Hop was something that way, too,
though he was continually on the watch for a
chaftce to play a joke, and sometim~s managed to
do it through something ·startling happening beforehand. If it was not startling beforehand , it
certainly was after, especially if he played the
joke.
"Whattee you think of um poor old man, my
fool blother?" Hop asked, as the two were riding
along.
"Shuttee uppee," answered Wing, who strongly
objected to being called a "fool b~other."
"Hey, there 11' Cheyenne C.harhe called out, for
he heard the angry retort Wmg made. "Jest shet
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up, the pair of you. There ain't goi.P' to be no
"Wild," suggested Arietta, "it might be betquarrelin' done now. We don't want to let that ter if we could get him on my horse."
old feller' hear us ridin' along, anyhow."
"No, no," cried Jason hurriedly. "I ain't -been
"You falkee too loud, so be, my fool blother," on a horse in thirty years, an' I never expect to
Hop said in a -voice that was quite low.
git on one ag'in. I kin walk."
Wing :r'hade an angry retort, and once more
"We'll let him have his way, Et," an'd so saythe scout called upon him to keep quiet. Then the ing Young Wild West looped the bridle-rein of his
cook brought his ho1·se to a halt and permitted horse in his arms, and then caught hold of the
Hop ta. go on ahead. He kept at about the same old man again. Arietta took hold of the other
distance until thev had gone about a mile, and side, and by using his rifle as a cane, Jason manthen when he saw the rest come to a sudden halt aged to get along fairly well. Up the path they
ahead of him, he- rode on up -and joined them. went, and ·presently they emerged into a little
Young Wild West had come to a halt because he- clearing, and there was the old log cabin right
saw a log cabin nestling in a grove of trees .i ust before them.
·
at the f'oot of a very steep cliff. That it was the
"Leave me right here," Jason said. "I ain't
old hunter's cabin the boy had no doubt, but it · never had no visitors, so I can't ask you to come
·was hardly a quarter of a mile from the river, as in."
far as he could tell from where he had halted.
"We'll take you to the door all right. Have you
A strip of woods, however, shut the river. from got anything to eat inside?"
their view just then, since they had been -com. "Plenty. Don't worry about that. There's a
pelled to go a little inland OJ) account of a creek sprini:? of water right at the corner of the cahin,
that was impossible to cross with the horses.
too. I'll be all right in a couple of days, an' may_ "Et," Wild said, nodding to his sweetheart, "the be I'll see you ag'in some time."
·
re-st will stay here while you and I :ride on down
Permitting him to have his -own way, they left ·
toward the i·iver. We'll see if the old fellow has him at the door. But before mounting to ride
got here yet."
awa:v, Wild and Arietta saw that he got safely
"All right, Wild," the girl '1mswered, pleased irn;ide.
at the invitation, and then the two quickly rode
on, going through the underbrush in order to
reach the water the quicker.
Once they cut through the narrow strip of CHAPTER VI.-Wild Decides to Go Into Camp.
reeds and bushes they came in fuB sight of the
Wild and Arietta made a short cut to where
river. They were just in time, it seemed, for the
·
canoe had just ~rounded, and the old hunter was . their companions were waiting for them.
"How did you make out?" Cheyenne Charlie
·making- an· attempt to leave it. It did not take
them more than five seconds to realize that he asked eag,erly, as the two rode up. and came 'to a
was going to have a whole Jot of trouble in doing halt.
"I reckon we were needed .all right," the young .
it if he managed to do it at all, so at a nod from deadshot
retorted, with a smile. ' "The old fellow
Wild they went ridin,g directly toward the bank.
Dan Jason heard them coming, and he looked up eould not get out of the canoe to save himself."
"You helped him, eh?"
in a startled way. But he must have reco'gnized
"Yes, and took h:im to his shanty."
them for up went his hand in a wave of welcome.
"We couldn't see you from here. We could only
"I~ a little trouble, I reckon," Wild said, as he
came to a halt and dismounte-d. "We thought we see the back part of the blamed thing, an' a little
had better come down and see how you made out. of the roof. Them trees cuts off the front. But
I reckon you can hardly get out of that canoe we seen you comin' right after you left it, though,
so we guessed that you had been there."
without assistance, can you?"
"You can bet we were there all right, Charlie,
"I didn't know I was goin' to stiffen up like _ but he wouldn't let 11s go in. • He says he's not
that" was the reply. "Why, I'm almost as bad in the habit of having visitors, but hopes to see
off ;,s I was when the tree was lyin' on me."
us again some time."
"Oh hardly as bad as that, I think. Now, just
The·young deadshot thought for a moment, and
take it easy and we'll soon fix you."
then began looking about him. Right below them
Then the boy seized the prow o:{ the canoe and was a little cascade, and there being a flat piece
pulled it high and dry. With the a~sistance of of ground near it with plenty of grass growing
Arietta he lifted the old ·fellow to his feet, and all around on the sloping sides of a gulch, he dethen he stepped out of the canoe limpingly.
cided that it would be a good place to 'pitch their
"The jug," he said~ as they st~rted ~o go up camp for a while.
the hill in the direction of t)le cabm 1 which could
'.' What do you think of it down them, Charlie?"
no1:\ be seen from there owmg to the patch of he asked, pointing to the spot.
"Nothin' could be finer if it was made to order/'
woods.
• d
But there was a path there, and Wi 1d an
was the reply.
.
.
Arietta both knew it must surely lead to it.
"All right, we'll stop here for the day and to"I'll get the jug for you. Want your gun, too, night, anyhow. Maybe we'll take a ride up to th•
don't you?" the boy answered, as he turned to do Indian village this afternoon. But we'll keep. this
&O.
as our headquarters."
·
That settled it, for no one offered the least ob"Yes if you don't mind. But leave the traps
jection,
and they led their horses down into the
right there.' You had better pull the ca.nae among
the bushes though. · There's a place nght to the mouth of the gulch, where the water came tumbling down from the rocks above. There was no
left there ~ ere I gener_ally keep it;"
Wild soon did as he directed, and then brought need -to hurry about erecting the two tents, but
as soon as the horses had been tied where thq
the jug and gun to him.
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could enjoy the benefit of the rich. grass, ·Hop and river, and at least have a -look at the Pawnee vil· Wing put themselves to the task.
lage . . That was the way Wild put it, anyhow,
"Et(' \Vild said, after the camp had been put and, of course, he meant that in case there were
· in shape and the two were sitting together on a no objections by the Indians they would go di.rect
mossy rock, "what do you think about the old to it. The morning had not yet half passed, so
hunter and his jug?"
when Anna decided that . they should have some"I don't know what to think about the jug, . thing a little extra for the noonday meal, she gave
Wild, but I do think that if we hadn't come along . Wing the hint, and it was not long before the two
just as we did he might have perished."
were engaged in makinJl: the necessary prepara"Oh, yes, that goes without saying. If he had tions. The main thing on the bill-of-fare was to
-· remained there long . enough he would have be the wild_ ducks they had shot, all(t this gave .
starved to death. But it's puzzling to me as to Hop and Wmg all they could attend to, since the
why he ,should be so anxious aoout the old brown feathers had to be plucked from them. Wild sugjug. There was nothing in it, I am sure."
gested to Al·ietta that they take a walk around in
"He said it belonged to his grandfather, Wild." search of some small game, even though they did
"Yes, I know. But what of that? There must -not actually need ·it as far as eating went. Jim
be something more than that to it."
and Eloise· decided to go, too, so the four soon left
"I don't know, Wild," and the girl shook her the camp, the girls carrying the shot-guns, while
head. "Maybe you're right. But · I'm inclined to the young deadshot and Jim took their rifles.
believe that this is nothing more than a whim of
"We don't want any more ducks, so we may as
the old fellow's."
well keep a little inland," the young deadshot
"All right, you can think that way. But I am said, as he started up a wooded hill. By_the looks
going to find out more about this. That's one of things about here, we ought to strike almost
reason :why I want-to camp here. I'll do my best anything in the way of game. I don't doubt buf
to learn why the old fellow thinks so much of that bears are frequently found here. Anyhow,
that jug."
it's a good 'deer country, for I have noticed deer
"I'll 11 Ip yqu if you want me to."
tracks several times tliis m01:ning."
"Maybe you can, Et. But I am not preparnd to
"Venison wouldn't be out of the way, Wild,"
' say just how at this time. Anyhow, we'll let it
answere laughingly. "We haven't had
go for a while. This is about as good a place to Arietta
any in three or ...our days."
take a rest as I've ever seen. It won't hurt any.
"A rather long time to go without it, too, little
of us to remain quiet the rest of the day."
"I thought you said you mignt take a ride up girl," and th ~n the boy joined h~r in laughing.
The fadi was that' Young Wild West and his
to the ln(.!i.an village this afternoon."
'"That's l'ight, too; I forgot about that. We'll friends at a certain season of the year ate a great
deal more of' venison than they did of beef or
do it, Et."
other meat from tame animals. Not looking for
"All hands?"
"Well I hardly think it will be advisable for all any particular thing in the way of game, they
continued on up the hill, and once at the top, dihands t~ go. But you and I will go, anyhow."
"But you don't think it possible that anyone vided into two p2rties, Wild and Arietta going
would come and disturb the camp, do you, Wild?" one way, and Jim and' Eloise the other. They had
"We can never tell about such things, little not been separated. more than ten minutes when
girl. However, it might be all right to leav~ the the young deadshot and his sweetheart heard a
rjfle' shot. They knew right away that Jim must
Chinaman in 'charge."
"I think it would," and the girl nodded Yery have fired, for it came from the direction he had
much as if she thought at least Anna and Eloise taken. . They listened and then two more shots
were fired, followed quickly by a scream.
should accompany them.
"Wild," said Arietta excitedly, "that was Eloise
Wild had no trouble in guessing this, so he
soon arose from. whe1·e he was sitting, and calling with her shotgun the second .time, and she is cry- _
ing for nelp. Something has happened. We had
to Charlie, said:
..,
"What do you think about taking a ride up better hurry." •
the ·river to have a look at the redskin village this
So far neithel' the young deadshot nor h.is
sweetheart had seen any:thing that was . worth
· afternoon, Charlie?"
"What suits you suits me, Wild," cam~ the re- shooting. But certainly Jim and Eloise must
have been in better luck, though the scream made
pl~.Well, Arietta seems to think it would be all them think that· it might have been bad luck at
right to leave the camp in charge of Hop and that. Hurrying along through the bushes, the
Wing, so we might all go."
two were not long in coming to a gully, and as
. "When· do you think of going, Wild?" Anna they looked about for a place to descend, they
spoke up, for she had caught part of what they caught sight of Eloise, who was clambering up
the other 's ide of the gully, clutching at the vines
were saying.
"Not until after dinner," was the reply.
and roots to assist her. Jim was nowhere to be
"Oh! I should like very much to go and see seen, so the two were more surprised than ever.
Blue Bird, the squaw."
"Hello!" Wild called out. "What's the matter,
·
"So would l." Eloise declared, as she came up Eloise?"
"•Hurry," the girl cried, as she paused and
hurriedly. ·
Jim was fixing a strap that belonged to one of pointed below her.
the girls' saddles,-but he was not far enough away
·The dying deadshot could not see what she
not to catch on to the conversation. He soon came pointed at, but he- saw a way to get down into the
up and joined them, and t~en it :vas not long be- gully, and he went in a hurry, sending -a shower
fore it was settled that 1mmed1ately after the of dirt and stones -before him. He no sooner
noonday mea~ they were to mo_unt and 1·ide up the reached the ,rround below ~hen he saw .Tim
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struggling with a couple of redskins, who were
having all they could do to hold him.

CHAPTER , VIL-The ,~xcite~ent in the ~ully.
Jim Dart and Eloise were scarcely thinking of
meeting hostile Indians when they separated from
Wild and Arietta. . They got to talking about the
same as a couple of lovers will do at times, and
continued on until they came to a gully without
seeing anything larger than a squirrel or rabbit
to shoot at. As they descended into the gully the
sounds made by approaching horses came to their
ears, and instantly they became all attention. It
was less than a minute when they saw two Pawnees riding through the gully. While all Indians
to a certain extent look alike, Jim was convinced
that these were two of the band that had paid .a
visit to their camp the night before. He was not
at all alarmed, but was rather surprised. Eloise,
being rather timid, gave vent to a startled cry,
and as the two redskins rode up and dismounted,
she came very close to her boy lover.
·"Well, redskins, what do you want?" Jim asked
rather coolly.
• "Where the paleface boy and the paleface
maiden go?" one of them asked, as he dismounted.
"We are not going anywhere in particular.
Just looking for something J;o shoot at."
"Ugh! Maybe paleface boy got some firewater."
"Oh, you haven't got that notion out of yo\lr
heads yet, eh? I reckon you were with Red Buck
last night when he visited our camp and demanded fire-water."
•
"Red Buck heap much big chief."
''Yes, no doubt he is. But his braves didn't get
any fire-water just the same. The fact is, redskin, I haven't any with me. I don't drink it myself, so there is no necessity for me to carry it
about."
"Paleface boy heap much lie. His tongue is
crooked."
"Say," said Dart, who did not like this altogether, "I am not in the habit of being called a
liar, but I suppose I'll take it frpm you, since I
have this girl with me. But you take my advice
and go on about your business. I see you have
been hunting, so you ·had better take the game
,...yon have with you to your village. Now then,
just go on."
As the boy said this he stepped back and pointed his rifle at the two. But the ·one who had dismounted was so close to hlm that it was easy for
him to reach out and grab the rifle by the barrel,
which he promptly did. Jim was not expecting
this. He thought they would surely take water
and do as he told them. As the z:edskin tried to
w1·ench the rifle from his grasp, Jim's finger accidentally pulled upon the trigger, and the weapon
was discharged. This caused Eloise to become
much frightened, and thinking Jim was trying to
shoot the two Indians, she turned her shotgun
toward the ground and discharged both barrels in
an effort to frighten them away. Then she gave
vent to a scream for help, and started to run from
the spot.
.
Instead of going away, the redskins flung them-

selves upon Jim and t r ied to overpower him.
Whether they _were. merely doing it for the purpose of s~archmg him for a flask of whisky cannot be said, but, anyhow, they certainly gave him
a hard struggle. But he was strong and active
and he . fough~ the~ hard, landing a couple
h3:rd blows with his fists before his arms were
seized. Unable to get hold of his revolver or even
the hunting- knife that hung from his belt the
~oy si;mply did his best to keep them from hurlmg him to the ground. But two against one is
a !ough proposition, and Jim went down just as
Wild ~ppeared on · the scene.- The young deadshot did not offer to shoot the redskins. : He simP!Y ran up, and almost 'before they knew it hii,
right fist shot out with lightning-like swiftness.
and one of them went down from a hard blow on
the jaw. The other quickly released his hold upon
Dart, and was in the act of rising when Wild let
him have a ki~k that sen~ his head fl~ing upward
and caused him to straighten out immediately
upon the ground.
'.'What•~ the matter, Jim?" the young deadshot
said, as his boy partner scra~bled to his feet
"The two sneaking coyotes held me up Wild "
was the reply. "They demanded fire-water ai:d
when I ~ied to make them go away at the 'point
of ~Y rifle, on!! of them grabbed it, and it was
ac~1dentally discharged.
Then Eloise became
frightened and fired both barrels of her shotgun.
• They set upon me, and though I did the best I
co:uld, they were a little too much for me. I'?n
mighty glad you came along, for the chances are
they would have treated me rather roughly." ·
. "It looks that _way," the boy answered, and seemg that the Indians were about to get upon their
feet again, he pulled his gun.
This caused them to remain upon the ground.
and with a nod of his head the young deadshot
exclaimed :
·
"I have a notion to put an end to you Pawnees
right no\t! You are a couple of bad ones just
like old Red Buck."
,
'
"Young Wild West heap much paleface boy"
came from one of them, as he bowed humbly '
"You think so, eh? What about my part~er
here? He's somewhat brave, too, isn't he?"
"Heap much brave."
"But you were going to rob him, just the same.
Now ~hen, get on your feet, the pair of you."
~lo~se had partly recovered fro~ her fright by
this time, and she was not long m getting down
from the bank and coming to the spot. She
picked up the shotgun she had thrown down when
she started to flee, and trembling somewhat she
pointed it toward one of the Indians.
'
"You had better put a couple of shell s in the
gun before you do that, Eloise," Wild advised
laughingly. "If I am not mistaken you discharged both ba r r els."
"Oh," and her face r eddened somewhat. "I
forgot about that."
She was not long- in reloading the gun , and then
with both hammers at a cock, she. again pointed
it toward the redskins.
"Unless you don't care whether you kill these
fellows or not, you had better turn the gun the
other way," the young deadshot said to her smiJ..
ingly. "You are altogether a little too nervous
to be fooling with a gun that is cocked. Let me
see it a moment."
·
She quickly handed it over, and changing the
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Tevolv.er to his l~ft ha11d, t;1e boy was not iong • -",, iy. ·' I certain,y have landed about fifteen
Jiu_ J punches."
in puttmg dowt 1. the h,.mmers.
"Ther<! ! " he said. ''I hardly think you ca1·e to
" Knuckles must be a little sore, too, by the w.ay
kill these t wo Pawnees just now. Maybe they some of them sounded."
·
··
only held ul) Jim, thinking he might have some
"Yes, my hand feels the effects-6f it all right."
whisky. But I am going to teach them a lesson,
"I reckon these fellows a,re ready to go on now. "
"Ugh!" one of tliem gasped, · as he wiped a
just the • same." -.
"l f eel }ike punching the pair of them good badly . swollen hand. "Injuns gn to their camp.''
and har d.' Jim declar ed, his eyes flashing.
''All right, go on, then, and the next time you
"All r ,ght , if that's the way you feel about it, are looking- fo1· fire-water, be careful how you go
go ah~a d. Take one of them at a time. WI:at do about it."
·
:you say if we give them a chance to fight 1t out
Glad of the oppor tunity by the way they acted,
• the two Pawnees were not long in getting up and
with you ·?"
"I am more than willing, Wild. Nothing would going to their wailing horses. One of them had a
number of ducks hanging over the back of l1is
suit me better."
"All r ight , go ahead. Take this one first," and steed, while the other was carrying the haunches
the bov nodded to the nearest redskin.
of a bear and the pelt from it. Without saying a
,. Jim ·pr omptly hitched up his trousers, and, step- • word they rode away, turning in the direction
they had come from, which told plainly that they
ping over to the Indian, said:
.. "Get upon your fe et. We are going to fight . in must have caught sight of Jim and Eloise, and
turned that way for the very purpose of making
paleface fashion."
"Ugh!" eame the reply. "Injun no afraid of a hold-up.
"Too bad Charlie wasn't here," Wild said, with
paleface boy."
a laugh. "There was Quite a little excitement
"Ail right, then, we'll soon :.ee about it."
Up spr ang the Pawnee. He clenched both ·!iis w hile it lasted, eh, Jim?"
"Quite a little.'' - was the reply. "Eloise must
fists and stood waiting for the boy to attack him.
It was not long that he ha d to wait. Scarcely have thought so, by the way she acted."
"I completely lost my head," the girl declared
two seconds elapsed when Jim's eft fist shot out
and caught him on the chin. The blow was a lit- her face reddeninl!: slightly. "When the rifle wa~
tle long-reached and it simply sent him back a discharged I thought surely Jim was trying to kill
·
step. But befo{·e he could recover himself, Jim the redskins."
''Well, it's all right, anyhow. The next time
ducked hi s head, and, leaping forward, let go a
hard one for the pit of his stomach. This. wa::i you will be able to keep a little more•cool. Forget
a hard blow, and it landed squarely, and_ with a all about it, and we'll go on back. We'll take a •
gasp the P awne_e went to the ground, his heels r oundabout way, and possibly we may strike
something to shoot. at before we reach the calllP•"
flying -in the air.
They did as he said, and when they were
"Get up you!" Jim called out, as he almost
-ran upon the other, .who was still crouching upon almost back to the camp a flock of quail raised
the ground. "I reckon I can take the two of you within a few feet of them. Arietta, who had remained cool and an interested spectator while the
at one time."
The redskin · attempted to rise, but before he fighting was going on in the gully, was the first
could do so Jim let him have one that caught to fire. She let go both barrels and dropped two
the birds. Then Eloise, who had recovered herhim on the side of the jaw and sent him sprawl- of
fully by this time, fired, and brought down
ing. This had no sooner happened when the ot1:er self
o~e. Wild and Jim did not offer to :fire. They
was upon his feet again ~nd f_ull of fight. - "\\'.ild IDight
have shot a Quail on the wing with a rifle,
stood with the revolver m his hand, watchmg
just then they th0ught it a good idea to let _
everything that took place. If either of the In- but
dians attempted to pull a weapon, he meant to the girls have the sport, for the birds would not
fly very far. The next time they came near the
interfere.
quail they were pr epared for them, and when
•
"Don't, Jim," Eloise called out,, pleadingly. about a dozen of them arose near them, the girls
"There is no need to fight that way.
banged away and each got two. But the birds
"Keep still, Eloise," .Wild said rather sharplr. scattered so much now that it was hardly
worth
"Just get back a little. and be careful you don t while to follow them up.
.
let that gun go off. You might hit me instead
"Five quail will do all right, since we have the
of the redskins."
ducks to eat, girls," Young Wild West said; with
Everyone who could be called a friend of Young a nod of the .head. "We haven't got very much,
Wila West's had a way of always obeying him, so and we haven't been away from camp very long.
wit out a nother word Jim Dart's sweetheart But I reckon we may &s well go back, so Eloise
stepped back and placed the g1;m agai_ns~ a r~ck. can have the chance to relate the startling adMeanwliile, Jim was now certamly ei:iJoyi~g ~im- venture she met with in the gully."
self if a boy who was master of the situation m a
Twenty minutes l_a ter they got back to the camp,
fight against two redskins possi,ply could. He and then Hop was given the opportunity to pluck
kept knocking the Indians ~o'Yn as fast as the op- the quail, so they might be added to the bill-ofportunity came, not perm1ttmg them to land a fare for the noonday meal.
blow upon him or so much as touch him with
their hands. At length they got all they wanted,
and when bolh refused to make a move to get ,up
'-- CHAPTER VIII.-At the Pawnee Village.
again, Wild stepped up and 'said:
All hands kept quite busy up to the time the
"Well, I reckon the figh.t is over, Jim. How do
dinner was ready, for it seemed that each of them
you feel now?"
·· s•u makes me feel a whole lot better ," was the could find something to do to help it alor,g. To
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88.Y that the meal was enjoyed expresses it thor- ~res, and the result was that it w~s ·quite a clearoughly. The wild ducks were a little out of the llljl: now.
·
•
ge,neral order, and all declared that they tasted
"This is government land, Wild. Must belong
fuie . . Havipg plenty of time, they lingered, quite to the reservation," Cheyenne Charlie remarked.
a while at the flat rock upon which the food was
"Undoubtedly," was the reply. "The redskins
spread. But all thirigs have to come to an end,·· will be permitted to remain here until someone
and so it was with t his finely cooked dinn r of takes a notion to offer the land to the whites who
ga'm e; and when the youn g- dead shot arose and want to come and take ·possession- of it, But that
accepted a cigar from the scout , Arietta promptly may be a very long time, so I re.ckon this bunch
said:
·
.
·
of Pawnees won't be bothe1·ed about it."
"Wild, you said you .were 'goi,ng to ride up to
. Of course, the J)arty •had been seen by some of
the Pawnee camp right aft!ilr dinner. I suppose. the Indians, and. in. less than five minutes every
that means in about half an hour from now."
man, woman and child there were looking sharply
, "I reckpn that's about right, little· girl," was the at them. As fa:i: ,as could be seen ve1·y few weasmiling reply. "You se~m to be eager to get to pons were possessed by the braves of ·the tribe,
that camp. You want to have a look at Blue Bird, though here and there .one coajd be seen with a
. I suppose."
.
· ·
revolver hanging from his belt. All of them pos"That's right, Wild. .I -~ould like to not only ' sessed knives. but this was only natural, for they
had use for them other than fighting . .
see the s~aw, but to speak to her as well."
Wild was looking around for the Pawnee Pale"You will have the privilege of doing both, I'm
sure. But how about the rest? Do they want face, and when he ·fina!ly saw him come out of a
teepee that wa_s . close to the gaudily decorated
to go?~
·
lodge · of the chief, he gave a nod of satisfaction·
"Of cour'se we want to· go," the scout's wife and
promptly called out:
·
spoke up. "Arietta was saying a little while ago
"Hello, White Dog! We have come to pay you
that the camp would be all right with Hop and a 1ittle
visit."
.
Wing in charge of it."
"Young ·wild West heap much welcome," came
"What does Charlie say about it?"
the reply, and t en White Dog came running to"I don't know, but I'm sure whatever ,you say ward them.
·
will settle it."
,
'
·
·
He was followed by a scol'e of the 4>raves, and
. "All right, then, we'll go, and the two heathens then the squaws and childr en approa'c hed rather
will sta,y in charge of the camp."
timidly, and soon a human ring was formed about
That settlect it. all of them being well satisfied our friends. White Dog shook hands with each of
• with the arrangements. It was just about half an them, bowing ver y politely as he did so.
Then he told them that the Pawnees of the vilhour after the dinner had been fini shed when they
mounted their horses and set out for the Pawnee lage were at peace with all the palefaces, and that
camp. They knew it was at the other sid~ of the the visitors were welcome to remain there as long
river, so they watched a good chance to ford the as they chose to do so. They dismounted then,
stream, and about a mile above the spot where and as Arietta stepped up to the white Indian he
they found the old hunter pinned beneath the tree looked at her smilingly.
they came to just the sort of place they wanted.
"You want to see Blue Bird?" he asked.
The stream was quite shallow here, and Wild
"Yes, White Dog. Where is she?"
picked out the way and went on ahead·. All six
"Come with me. The paleface maiden shall be
in the party managed to get across without so the first to see and speak to her."
much as wetting their feet, and once they got
Arietta accepted the invitation, and followed
upon the other side they were not long in finding him to the . tepee hE; had ~merged from when they
a beaten path that led to the north running• along first saw him, Pullmg aside the flap rather proudclose to the river. Wild knew that in all proba- ly, White Dog pointed inside. Upon a fancy blankbility most of the Indian nunters would be at the et sat a very pretty squa w, b~decked in all the
village by this ·time. He anticipated some little finery of her tribe. She looked up timidly as
trouble from Red Buck, but he devended upon Ar ietta appeared before her , and t hen putting out •
Wh\te Dog to curb it. Of course, he did not want her hand, said:
"How?"
to find the Pawnees hostile, for in that case they
might run into a serious difficulty. It being easy
"Pretty well," Arietta answered, dr opping upon
traveling, they were not so very long in coming her knee and t aking t he proffer ed hand. "How
in sight of the villa~e of teepees. Like all other are you?"
Intlian camps, it was not altogether inviting to
"Me vel'y happy. White Dog heap much brave."
look upon, since there was no degree of r egu"And that's what makes you happy, I sul)pose."
"Yes; make me heap much happy."
larity about it, and bones• and refuse of the animals the Indians had slain to obtain meat for . "Your name is Blue Bir d, isn't it?" Arietta askthemselves lay about altogether too close to make ed, a s she sat down beside he r .
"Yes."
it pleasant. But the redskins did not mind this•
sort of thing at all. However, Young Wild West
"And you're going to be White Dog's squaw?"
and his friends were somewhat u sed to it them"Yes ; and she looked proudly at the handsome,
·
selves, so they m.erely commented upon it and athletic Pawnee Paleface."
rode along until- they reached the edge of the vil"Ugh!" White Dog said, and then he permitted
lage. There must have been at least thir ty tee- the flap of the tent to drop, so the two might hold
pees there, and by the looks of things the Paw- a conversation all b'.'4 themselves.
There was not a great deal to talk about, but
nees had been located there for quite a long time.
No doubt when they first selected the grounds Arietta made the most of it for the next ten
there was quite a thick woods there, but trees had minutes. She wound up by advising the squaw to
been cut down in order to furnish fuel for their have the marriage ceremony take place at once.
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Blue Bird seemed quite willing to do this, but de"Yes, that's about it."
clared that her father, the chief, had all to say·
"Maybe Young Wild West make race."
about that:
··
.
"Make a race, .eht. Well, that would be a good- ·
Ar~etta also learned taat Red Buck was the idea, r suppose. I'll tell you what I'll do. I'll
girl's . father, and that . h1r was the ruler of that dump this money in a heap over at the foot of that
branch of the tribe that had taken up that por- big oak. You just t.ell the .crowd that I'm going
tion of the forest for their abiding place. As • to do it, and then I want them to all wait here
White Dog had said Red Dog was his foster fath- until I come back." ,
.
er, this meant that the two must have been reared
White Dog nodded approvingly and then began
together from childhood.
·
talking rapidly in 'the language of' th'e · Pawnees.
"Blue Bird," Young Wild West's sweetheart Even the squaws and• children who were biJ
said, as she arose to leave the ~pee, "won't you enough to run became excited and intereste(I.
come out and shake hands with my friends?"
Wild kn~w there would }le quite a scramble for
"Yes," was the quick reply, which told plainly the m9ney, but hl! also ;felt that he would be makthat she was ·only too glad to accept the invita- ing friends with them all.
.
tion.
·
He walked over to the oak tree, which was probArietta led the way outside and foung V,Vhite ably a hundred yards 'from the center of the vilDog· standing there with folded arms. He nodded lage, and then upon an open piece of ground he
·n a pleased way when he saw his nitended bride deposited the double handful of coins. When he
following the paleface maiden. Then all three came back he found White Dog lining up the Inmade their way to where the rest of our friends dians in the best way he could. Counting the
were standing by their horses, the crowd of In- squaws and children, there must have been a hundians making w~y for them. Whe!l Blue Bird had dred of them, and the way ~hey pushed ahd fought
shaken hands with them all, White Dog proudly to get at the front of the lme was really amusing.
took his station by her side and said:
Charlie, Jim and the girls had been forced to
"Blue Bfrd heap much nice squaw."
,g et well back, but Wild pushed his way through,
"You're 1·ight about that, I reckon," Wild an- ....3nd then after talking to the Pawnee Paleface for
swered, smilingly. "But say, when is the wedding a minute or two, suggested that they go over
going t o take place ?"
·
closer to the oak tree, so they might witness the
"Blue bird is willing that it should be to-mor- scramble close by.
row, but it all lies with her father," said Arietta.
"White Dog,". he said, as they started to lead
"Where is the chief?" Wild asked, shooting a their horses toward the oak, '. 'you keep them all
glance around him.
here, and when I fire a shot they can start for the
"Red Buck no come back from the hunt yet," money."
·
·
White Dog naswered..
'
,
The brave nodded, and then quickly translated
0 0h! Well; if he learns that we
are anxious to what the young deadshot said to tlie crowd. Aa
have the marriage ceremony take place quickly, soon as they got over to the other side, Wild nodthe chances are he will put a stop to it, for he has dea to his companions and said:
no likini;!;' for us."
"Now then, just get back a little. There is go• "Maybe me know how Young Wild West can ing to be a long fight before this thing is over
make Red Buck like him," the Pawnee Paleface but I'm pretty sure it will be a good-natured one'.
Ba.id, after thinking for a few seconds.
They all want to get a piece of silver or a nickel,
"Tell me how " Wild said, looking at him ex- and will fight ea~h other and kick and scratch
pectantly.
•
hard to get it."
.
.
"Young Wild West make Red Buck a present.
Then the boy waved his hat and the Indians
He want fire-water."
leaned forward to make the run. Out came his re"l'm sorry But I can't give him any fire-water. volver, and the young deadshot quickly raised it
You don't dr'i nk the stuff yourself, do you, White above his head and pulled the trigger. Crack! As
Dog?" .
the report rang out, a shout went up from the
"No me no taste fire-water."
eager Pawnees, and then like a herd of cattle on
"Go~d! You'r e tl!e same as I am, then."
the stampede they came tearing t?"'.ard the oak
"Maybe Young Wild West give Red Buck tree. What followed when they reached the spot
mo,ney t o buy the water."
would be hard to describe.
,
"Where can he buy it?"
The squaws and the children were left behind
"Twelve thirteen · miles .from 'here," and the in the race, but they did not stop, but threw thembrave pointed to the southeast.
selves upon the struggling mass of br aves. They
"Oh all right. We'll see about it, then."
kicked and rolled upon the ground, and it was
~ishing to keep t he Indians in a good humor, f.ully two minutes a fter the¥ st r uck the spot ~
Wild felt ~n his _pockets an4 produced all the fore the mon ey . had been picked up. When thlli
small pieces of silver and nickels he had. He has been done 1t was , found that some had refound that he had about two dollars' wor th, an ~ ceived a gr eat deal more than a share of it. But
then he told Charlie and Jim to let him have what they were counted as being all the more clevere
they could find. The result was that he soon had , an~ tho~e. who failed to get even a nickel seemed
in his hand as many as twent}r dimes, half a dozen qu},te y;1l},mg ~o chee~· the~..
.
quarters probably fifteen nickels, and t wo half
Wild, Anetta tp,1d, sm1hngly, when 1t was all
dollars. '
c,ver , "it's too bad we didn't have as much as fifty
"Now then " he said shaking the coins in both dollars in small change. That is one of the amushands so th~ redskin~ could see them, "we are ing sights I have witnessed in a long time. What
going• to have a scramble. You know what that do you sup,Pose they'll do with the money now?"
means, White Dog."
"Most of them will try and buy whisky with
"lnjuns grab and fight for money," was the re- it," was the reply .
.iy.
"I wonder if any of the squaws got anything?"
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"I th1nk so. They stood a mighty poor show.
But the desire for the money urged them on, of
•course."
One old brave who had failed to succeed no,x
came up, and looking at the young deadshot, said :
"Paleface boy got more money?"
· "I 'm sorry, but I haven't," was the r eply.
"Ugh!"
Then he turned and walked away disappointedly. Bound to make friends with the old chief,
Wild called W)iite Dog· O"{er to him, and showing
him a te)l-dollar gold-piece, said:
"This will be for Red Buck."
''Heap much money," was the. reply .
"And this," Arietta said, producin~ another
ten-dollar gold-piece, "will be for the bride if we
u1·e permitted to see the marriage ce1·emony."
Jim gave a nod at this, and was not Jong in
finding a ·ten-dollar gold-piece.
.
·
"White Dog," he said, smilingly, "this will be
for you if you marry the squaw before to-morrqw
night.''
The eyes of the Indian by adoptation glistened
with delight.
"We wish Red Buck would come," he said,'as he
looked around to the right.
•
· As if it had been prearranged for his wish to
be granted instantly, six Indians showed up
through an opening in the woods. One of them
was Red Buck, the chief, and he was coming in
with the rest of the party that had gone out to
hunt game.
·
f'Here comes the sneakin' old coyote now I"
Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, as he -recognized the
chief. "Now then, we'll see what's goin' to be
done about this here business. We all want to see
the Injun knot tied, 'cause it ain't very often any
-me kin see a white redskin marr.y a real Pownee
1uaw.''

doing all this. But he knew that it would ta ke a
whole lot to rouse him, so he wl!!nt right ahead
and soon finished his task .
"Lat allee light," he said, with- a nod of satisfaction. "Now len, me o and see um old hunter.
Me wantee lookee for tanglefoot.''
~ven tiiough the water might be spilled upon
Wmg while he was not there, Hop walked leisurely away from the camp. It would be fun just the
same, and th at was enough for him. The clevei·
Chinee was not long in :reaching the log cabin.
The do~r was clos!)d. a nd. to all appearances the
place might not 'be occupied. Hop walked entirely around the structure, and then he paused be~
fore a little window and peered in. Lying upon a
rude ~ouc~ inside was Dan Jason, sound ar,leeµ-. ,
Practical Joker as he was, Hop did not feel inclined to play a trick upon the man. He knew he
had suffered, and that he was also very sore frol'lla
the effects o;f the punishment he had r eceived
while the tree was lying upon his legs. ,
"Me no wakee," he said. "Me lookee for um
tanglefoot."
. Around to the door he made his way and lifting the latch, pushed upon it gently. it w;s not
fastened, and opened with a slight , squeak.
Through the crack Hop could see the sleepinoo
hunter, and when he moved he pushed the doo~·
gently to and waited. Then he tried it again this
j;ime without making a s much of a sound a~ before. Old Jason, evidently tired out, was sleeping
peacefully now, and the clever Chinee walked on
inside the cabin. There were two apartments to
it, but Hop chose to look about the one where the
sleep~r ~as lying _first. He. went on around without findmg anythmg ~hat was at all like whisky,
and finally paused nght over the ·sleeper The
jug which he had been so anxious to ke~p was
right near his head.
Hop reac\led over and took it, giving it a shal,::e
as he did so. There certainly was no liquid in it
but somet\ling r attled- inside, which caused •th~
: CHAPTER IX.-Hop- Manages to Keep Busy.
Chinaman to become interested. Jug in hand he
Hop and Wing seemed to be perfectly satisfied went outside. . He was ab?ut to remove the stopto remain in charge of the camp, and fifteen pe1· from the Jug, when 1t occurred to him that
minutes after they were there .alone, Wing finish- he had better search the other room before the old ·
ed cleaninj;\' up the r emains of the dinner and · man might awaken. Leaving th~ jug on the
threw himself into a comfortable position under a ground, he went in ag-ain and "began looking about ·
tree. Hop knew quite well what this meant, for the small apartment, which seemed t o be a sort
his brother had a w_a y of falling asleep every . of store-room more than anything else for all
chance he got when there .was nothing for him to sorts of odds a~d ends, including the z'.usty old
do. However, ne said nothing, but kept on puffing traps, were Jymg about. The clever Chinee
at the big black cigar he had lighted after eating searched about for ftlllv ten minutes, and at
his dinner and looking thoughtfully at the smoke length he became disgusted.
"No tanglefoot here," he mutte1·ed. "Misler
a s it curled upwar d.
It was not more than five ·minutes before Wing Charlie allee samee talkee likee fool. He say
was sound asleep. Then Hop gave a nod of sat- maybe um ballel of tanglefoot here. Um old
isfaction, and, r ising to his feet, picked up an hunt&.r RO goodee. He no dlinkee tanglefoot. •
Then he walked noiselessly into the other room.empty pail and went to the cascade. He quickly
filled the pail, and then back · he caine. It hap- and seeing that Jason was still a sleep, he slipped
pened that his brother had chosen to lie down eutside and picked up the jug. Out came the
-1irectly under an overhanging limb, and without stopper, and then the clever Chinee turned the
arousing him the Chinaman passed a r ope over jug upside down. A small gold chain dropped
the limb, and then tying one of the ends to the out, and then a string that was attached to the
handle of the pail, pulled it pwai:d so it hung end of it followed. Hop pulled upon the st r ing
• '
directly over Wing at a height of about four feet. and out came a piece of folded papel'.
This done, he passed the other end of the rope
"Velly muchee stlange," he muttered. "Whattee
under the legs of the sleeping Chinaman, taking · mattee?"
,
a turn so the least movement of the sleeper would
The clever Chinee was pretty sure that Young
cause the rope to slip and the pail to come down Wild West was interested in the jug, so he
upon him. If it had not been that Wing Wah was thought for a moment, and then decided to keep
a sound sleeper, Hop might not have succeeded in what he ha_d found and take it back to, the camp.
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No sooner thought of than he slipped the chain,
string and piece of paper into one of his pockets.
Then putting the stopper back in the jug, he went
inside t.he shanty and placed °it exactly where he
had found it.
.
"Now len," he said to himself, as he gave a nod,
"me wakee um old man, so be."
When he had pulled the door tightly shut, he
ra_pped loudly upon it, making it appear that he
had just arrived.
"Hello!" came a startled cry from within.
"Who's there?"
•
Hop pushed _open the door.
"Me allee samee Hop Wah," he said, bowing
politely.
"Oh, it's one of the heathens. What do you
want?" Jason asked . .
"Me no wantee somethling. Me comee to see
you. Evelybody go to um ledskin camp. Leavee
me and my blather alone. My blot4er go to sleep,
·so me comee to see you."
. The old man shot a glance at the jug, and then
arose to his jeet.
"I'm feelin' a whole lot better after a nap,
heathen," he .s aid. "Corne in an' set down."
Hop obeyed, looking around curiously to make it
appear that he was a -total stranger to the place.
'.'You like good liquor, my heathen friend, don't
you?" Jason asked, as he turned to the rear of the

room.

;

•~Velly muchee," Hop declared, showin.ll genuine ·surprise now.
"All right. I've got some liquor that's been
here nigh on to twenty years. I never drank a
whole lot of it myself, 'cause I wasn't inclined
that way. But now an' then a taste of it is gooi:l.
I'm goin' to give you some.. "
•
Hop watched him, and when he saw him pusli
upon one of the logs and cause it to slip back, he
arose and watched him eagerly. The log appeared to be hinged, and when he had pushed it
back the old man reached down with his hand and
then a sharp click followed. A door that was
amply large enough to permit a man to go
through with ease swung open, and Hop found
himself looking into what appeared to be a dark
cellar.
"You're the first one as has ever set eyes on
this here place in a mighty long time, my heathen
- friend," Jason said, with a smile. "I've got nigh
• onto a whole barrel of good old whisky here. It
was lost from a wagon that tumbled over a cliff
not far from here quite a number of years ago.
It took me quite a long time to rolf the barrel
here, but I thought it was worth while, an' havin'
this here cellar in mind, I put it in so I could keep
it. But I know you like good stuff to drink, an'
since you was one of 'em what saved my J"fe, I'm
gain' to give you all you want of it."
"You velly' nicee Melican man," Hop declared.
Jason -tepped through, and Hop squeezed in
after him . The cellar was not more than six by
four, and about the only thing there was to be
seen in it was a barrel with a wooden spigot in the
end.
,
"Jest hand me somethin' an' I'll draw some of
the liquor," the hunter said.
'
Hop stepped back quickly, and the first thing
he got hold of was the jug.
"No, no," cried the old man excitedly. "I don't
put liquor in that jug.'!
·
"Allee light," and Hop promptly put i.t down.
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Tp.en ,he looked about and found an earthen
bowl.
·
"Maybe ·1is do," he said, as he handed it · over.
There was a nod of approval, and the11 Jason
ran the bowl nearly full. Probably it would have
measured up as much as two quarts. Hop knew
it was the real stuff, for the odor .that came from
it was rath,er strong.
"Velly nicee tanglefoot," he said, and then he
peered in t}:te dark hole as if to get a good look
at the barrel it came from.
But the old hunter did-not seem to want him to
look any further.
·
"That will do," he said rather shar.ply. "I've
shown you my barrel of whisky. There's nothin'
else here for you to see."
"Velly muchee darkee, so .be," Hov declared, as
he backed out, the bowl in his hands.
"Yes, it's dark in there; I know.''
Limping: out into the room, for he was still
quite lame, Jason pushed the door to, and ·then
reaching through the small opening at the top,
!\lipped the log back into place. 'ro all appearances the logs were intact, and no ~me would hav•
notic~ that there was a door there. But it happened that there were articles of clothing hanr;ing so it co-vered the outlipe where the logs came
together, and this made the deception compleu.
Even though he was much interested in the liquor
that had been drawn from the barrel, Hop -:ould
not help thinking of how he had walked completely around the log cabin without noticin1s anything like an addition at the back. He decided
to jnvestigate before he went back to the camp,
but waited now for the old man to present him
with the whisky.
•
"Let me see," Jason said, as he scratched his
head thoughtfully, "I don't know as I've got ·anything to put this in, so you kin take it away with
you. I s'pose I could lend you the bowl, though.''
"Me gottee um bottle," the Chinaman answered
qwckly, and he produced one from somewhere under his coat which would hold at least half the
contents of the bowl.
Jason nodded, and then proceeded to fill it for
him, using a tin dipper for the purpose.
"Me likee tastee," Hop said, before he had quite
finished the job.
The hunter nodded, and handed him the dip- •
per about half full. Hop was really very fond of
liquor, and when he tasted what was given him,
he smacked his lips and declared it to be as good
as any he had ever drank in his whole life.
"You takee lillee dlop," he suggested.
Jason nodded and did so. There was still about
a quart left in the bowl, and as Hop had left the
flask he always carried with him, as well as some
empty bottles, at the camp, he had nothing to
put it in. But he was not going to go away without it if he could heh> it, so he decided to t ake
the bowl with him to the camp.
"Me fetchee backee vellv muchee quickee," he
said. "You vellv nicee Melican man.''
"All right, it don't matter a great deal if you
fetch it back. -I've g·ot two or three more bowls.
I'm putty well supplied with sich things, anyhow.
I've been in the habit of buyin' 'em every time I
got where they was to be sold.''
Eager ·to get back to camp, the clever Chinee
thanked -the old hunter and left the e:ai;np, forgetting all about: what he h'a d taken from n~e iug
· for the- time being. Up the hill he made his was-,
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. afld was not long in coming in sight of the two
tents. As he took a look at the scene, he noticed
. that Wing was still sound asleep, and that the
pail was hanging from the limb of the tree exactly as he had left it. Then the Chinaman
thought he would follow the others who had gone
to the Pawnee village. The clever Chinee mounted his piebald cayuse, and, taking the trail, went
· along in the direction our friends had taken when
they set out to visit the Pawnee village. Hop .
had no difficulty in finding the place where they
had forded the river, and he soon got to thE( other
side, and then in due time came in sight of• the
redskin headquarters. It happened that no one
was looking his way, and feeling sure that he
had not been seen, his old love for practical joking came to the Chinaman almost immediately.
, He could see the Indians. grouped here and there.
Before the lodge or teepee which he knew must
belong to the chief of the band as many as a
score of redskins were gathered, and as the
Chinaman dismounted and crept a little closer he
wa.s able to~ discern the forms of Young Wild
West and his companions sitting upon blankets
that had evidently_been spre.tid upon the ground
for the purpose.
·
"Ley havee velly goodee timee, so be," he
thought, and then he gave a chuckle. "Me havee
lillee fun. Me takee lillee dlink of tanglefoot
first."
Out came the bottle of the very good liquor the
old hunter had given him, and, taking a generous swig of it, the clever Chinee put the · cork
back and the bottle was returned to his pocket.
He thought for a moment, and then lighted a big
black cigar. This done, he felt in another pocket
and produced a big firecracker of his own manufacture.
"Lat allee samee · go velly muchee bang!" he
muttered "Makee um ledskins wakee uppee velly .
muchee quickee."
Leaving his horse tied to a sapling, he crept
up close to the collection of teepees, and made
his way carefully around until he was directly
behind the lodge of the chief, which was nothing
more than an affair made of skins with a rather
flat top, unlike the rest of the teepees. It was
. painted up in gaudy shape, as far as the artistic
• work of Indians went. But Hop did not pay any
attention to the work iust then.
The hall moons, stars and rude caricatures of horses and
men were nothing to him at that time. He was
thinking of creating a big surprise, and he wanted Wild and the rest to take part in it. It never
once occurred to him that they might be angry
at his leaving camp, so he proceeded to go ahead
with his little game. Again he looked a.t the big
:firecracker. Then he shook his head and muttered:
.
"Only makee one bang. Me do mo1·e Ian lat.
Maybe me bettee go in um tent."
.
It was an easy thing to cut a slit in the back
of the chief's lodge, and the Chinaman unhesitatingly did so, failing to notice that he destroyed
a drawing in red and black of a horse and a little
papoose. Pulling the severed parts aside, he
peered in. There -was nothing -to be seen other
than what the interior of an ordinary Indian habitation was like. There were a few blankets
hanging upon a rope, some scattered on the
ground, a pile of straw in one corner, and a piece
of. meat that hung from a peg. Of course, there
ti •11 •

.,,

•
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were different articles of wearing apparel, and a
rather ruffled· headdress of various colored
feathers. But the straw seemed to appeal to the
Chinaman just then, and as he looked at it the
grin that had been upon his face for some little
time grew broader.
"Maybe um -tent samee gittee fire i1; me shootee
off um fireclacker," he thought, and then he gavt
a low chuckle.
Into the lodge he crept, and once there he
peered through at what was taking place in the
front. But there wa nothing particular going ·
on other than that the chief and some of his
chosen braves were entertaining the paleface visitors. Hop felt in his pocket again. This time
he brought out a package that contained common gunpowder. He broke it c,pen so the powder showed, and then de_p osited it upon the pile
of straw, which had no doubt been uncovered to
permit it to air, so the chief could make his bed
when he retired fo1: the night. Hop knew that it
would be nothing short of a miracle if the powder
did not catch fire from a spark when the cracker
exploded. Anyhow, he was willing to take the
chances on this, so after again peering throu)!:h
and seeing how ' nicely things were going on, he
-slipped back to the aperture he had made and
made his way out. He looked around, and after
chuckling to himself, took another drink from
the bottle he had in his pocket, and then coolly
placed the lighted end of his cigar to the fuse of
the cracker. As it began to sputter he reached
in and tossed it upon the pile orstraw, and then
away he went, running noiselessly and dodging
among the trees. He had not got more than
twenty yards from the · lodge when a loud report
sounded. Then a muffled report followed quickly,
and the whole thing burst into flame and smoke.•

CHAPTER X.-The Old Hunter'

Secret.

When Young Wild West saw Red Buck 1·eturning he made up his mind to do his level best to
keep on friendly terms with him. White Dog was
more than willing to pave the way, so bidding
them all remain where they were, he started !o
meet the chief and the braves who had remained
with him until he came in from the hunt. As the
eyes of the chief lighted upon the stranger he
scowled fietcely, for he recognized them at once.
But when White Dog began talking to him in his
own tongue, the expression of his face gradually
changed, and it was ot long before he gave a
grunt of approval, and then he rode directly tu
where our friends were standing in waiting.
"What palefaces want?" he demanded, affecting
more anger than he felt, for the fact was that
the Pawnee Paleface had told him that he was
going to receive a liberal present from Young
Wild West.
"Red Buck, you're a great brave. You're one
of the greatest Pawnees I ever met," Wild said,
in a flattering way. "We came to your village to
see the beautiful squaw White Dog is to wed.
The paleface maidens want to see them wed, and
we are all willing to make you a present in money,
so you may have what you like, if you will hurry
it along a little."
.·
The chief did not quite understand all he said,

.,
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"That fool of a heathen had to foller us an'
but Blue Bird, with the assistance of her intendraise the dickens ag'in," Cheyenne Charlie exed husband, quic~ly made it plain to him.
claimed angrily.
"Gold money?" he said, his face softening.
"That's all right, Charlie," Wild answered.
"Yes," Wild answered, showing him a ten-dol,
·
lar gold-piece.
"Don't let the redskins know how it happened. It
"Want to see Blue Bird be the squaw of White might be the means of spoiling our ch11nces of see·
Dog?"
ing the wedding tomorrow. ~s far as I am concerned, I don't care whether I see it or not, but
"That's right, chief."
"Give Red Buck the g-old money and come to- the girls are anxious to, a'nd I .mean that they
morrow."
s}lall. Hop has again overstepped his bonds, but
it can't be helped now.' We'll ha,e to pay for the
Wild unhesitating-ly gave him the amount.
"Now then, White Dog," the young deadshot damage, that's all."
:::aid, nodding- to the Pawnee Paleface, "I'll leave
There was nothing to do but to make out that
it. to you to see that the thing is carried out.
they were as much astonished as any of the InSuppose you make it about noon .tomorrow? dians, and this our friends did to perfection. The
\Vc'll ride up a little before that time, and you only way Red Buck could account for the explocan have things all read.,."
sion was that he admitted that there was both
"Everything be all read:i,r," was the reply. powder and matches in his lodge. He looked at
"You eat the bill: feast with us. We kill two, three the ruins ruefo.lly, for th01tgh some of the braves
fat dogs. and have them ..i-oasted in the· big pot. had managed to extinguish the .flames, the strucPut some onions, potatoes and flour in. .Make . tui·e was so badly burned that it ·could "'never be .
heap much nice g-rub."
occupied again. Wild · then counted out twenty"That will be nice, · won't it, pals?" Cheyenne five dollars, and as he ,handed it to the chief, he
• Clmrlie asked, with .a g-rin.
said:
"None of it for me,"· Anna declared.
"I'm very sorry that you were careless enough
"Maybe you'll see. the time you'll be mighty to have powder and m._atches lying in your teeglad to git a .fat dog roasted down in the-pot. But pee so a-n explosion might occur. But this will
that don't matter. You don't have to eat it if help you out, and you can soon put up another
you don't want it. We're comin' up this way, lodge."
anyhow, an' we'll see this here Injun weddin'."
That settled the whole thing. Red Buck acted Young Wild West was nothing if not liberal, .so
to further get into the good g1·aces of the chief, as if the twenty-five dollars was a great deal more
he gave him another ten-dollar gold-piece. Then than what had bee:n destroyed. The more they
Red Buck hfoted that he would like to have some thought it over the more they all felt like laugh .
fire-water. But the boy assured him, as he haq ing, so after everything bad been settled satisfactorily, Wild and his companions mounted their
done on a former occasion, that they had none.
"You can buy your own fire-water with the horses and set out to i;;eturn to the camp. Hop
money I have given you. You must remember had beaten them by several minutes, and by coaxthat Blue Bird and White Dog are _going to have ing he had got Wing in a good humor.
"You're goin' to git it, heathen!" the scout exten dollar apiece, too. But they won't receive it
claimed; as he dismounted and ran for Hop._ "Jest
until after they have become man and wife."
"Red Buck no care. Maybe they no want gold let me git hold of that pigtail."
"Whattee mattee, Misler Charlie?" and the
money. You g'ive to Red Buck."
"The · old sinner!" the scout exclaimed indtg- Chinaman bounded away like a shot.
Charlie ran after him, and Wild followed.
• nantly. "That's a fine way to act when it's his
"Wait a minute, Charlie," the young deadshot
own daughter that's J!:Oin' to be married."
"And his foster ·on, too," Arietta added, with said. "There's no need in handling him roughly.
I just want to give him a lecture, and then I'll
a smile.
But the chief said nothing further on the sub- punish him by shooting about an inch of his pig.
ject, and soon invited them to come and sit in tail away."
Hop no sooner heard this man than he stepped
front of his lodge, so he might entertain them.
They all willingly complied with the request, and forward.
"Misler Wild," he said, "me gottee somethling."
they sat there nearly half an hour listeninp; to
"Stole something from the old chief's tent, I
the so-called words of wisdom of the big chief,
while his chosen braves nodded and approved all suppose."
"No, Misler Wild. Me findee outtee whattee
he said. They were just about thinking of excusing themselves w)1en something un~pected um old hunter havee in um jug."
Thi s caused them ·all to look surprised, and for
happened. A loud report sounded, which was
quickly lfollowed-by another that was more muf- the ·moment they forgot all about wlrat Hop had
fled, and then a big- cloud of smoke obscured done to the Pawnees.
everything from their view. But this was only
"Lat light, Misler Wild," Hop went on, and .
momentary, and then flames enveloped the lodge, then he pulled the piece of chain that was ,:i~.
for it had ignited instantly, being as dry as tinder tached to the string and paper from under nis
and some of the skins having the fur attached
coat. Wild took it from him, arid all gathered
to them. Consternation seized the redskins, and about him as he untied the string from the paper,
It is but fair to savthat Young Wild West and his which was a piece of writing paper yellow with
friends were greatly surprised. But they of age. Scrawled upon the paper was the following:
course guessed right away who had caused the
excitement. They were almost trampled upon
"This is my confssion. I killed the man what ,
l,y the frightened and excited Pawnees, but they ran away with my wife, and I've got his gold in i
managed . to get far enough away from the spot my shanty. I don't know what became of the
81> they could ho1d a conversation about it.
woman, but the boy was took by the Injuns, and/
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he's living with them yet, his name being White
"Hip, yi ! Hqolay, Misler Charlie! " the clever
Dog. That's all. May I be for given.
• Chinaman shouted, and then all hands brightened
" Daniel Jason."
up.
"Tanglefoot in plenty, Hop," the scout declared.
While Young Wild West had been suspitiom,
But he soon found that there were but two or
that the jug might be of something more than or- three gall<?ns in the barrel.
Wild suggested that
dinary importance, he was fairly astounded as he they look In. th~ dark hole, and
l\ghting a match,
read what wa s wr itte1t on the faded piece of he stepp(jd mside. The first thmg
his . eyes fell
paper.
upon was a small wooden chest. Charlie lent a
"Hop," he said, looking at the Chinaman sharp• hand and the chest was dragged
out into the
ly, "are you sure this was in the jug?"
light. . It was not l~cked, nor was there a key to
"Lat · light, Misler Wild," and then the China- lock It, so they quickly opened
it.
they
man related all about his visit to the cabin of the . found_ was a number of tools, such as What
~arpenters
hunter.
_ used ~n the_old dars, and also a leather bag that
The boy nodded, and then permitted -everyone contamed somethmg
An examination
to read the note carefully, and when they had proved tnat it was wellheavy.
filled with money-silver,
finished he folded the paper exactly as it had been gold and bills.
before and tied the string to it.
"Blood money," commented Jim.
"Here you are, Hop," he said. "I want you to
"But White Dog need not know," Wild antake this and put it back in the jug where you • swered.
.
,
found it. Don't let the old man know it, either.
Tha~ evening as they sat about the camp-fire,
It's his secret, and he can keep it."
The Chh1aman gave a nod, no doubt glad to es- our friends had much to talk about. It was one
cape any further wrath from the scout, and of the most l)eculiar adventures that had ever bepromptly started down the hill. He was not long fallen them, but a{ter all was said and done, they
in reaching the cabin, and finding the door open, had ~ore or less sympathy for old Dan Jason.
he looked in. The old hunter was not there, nor The next day they broke camp and rode over to
was the jug to be seen anywhere, so after making the Pawnee village, arriving there a little before
sure that he was not inside, tbe Chinaman went noon. Old Red Buck had not gone back on his
out and started toward the river. He went · on word. By borrowing from his braves he had mandown, and suddenly he noticed the canoe was up- aged to erec~ .another lodge, or an apology for
side down, though still tied to a tree. Surprisea one, which was just as good. This was decorated
and expecting to find something startling, Hop ~n great shap1: with all that i;ould be had to do
-.. hurried to-the bank. There was one of the legs 1t. The medicme man. or the redskin who acted
of the old hunter caught between two saplings, in that capacity, came out, wearing a pair of
while his body was submerged by the water. Hop buffalo horns and a red and white cowskin a few
pulled him out as quickly as he could, but the old minutes . before twelve. and then White D~g and
man was dead. On the ground near the spot lay Blue Bird S<?On appeared. The ceremony was duly
the jug, and when he had covered the face of the performed m accordance with the rites of the
dead man, the Chinaman stepped over and placed Pawnees, and then Young Wild ·West gave the
the chain, string and piece of paper into the jug, Pawnee Paleface the money that had been found
in the old chest. He also gave ~m the promised
not forgetting to put the stopper in.
"Now len," he said, ''me go tellee Young Wild ten-dollar gold-piece, and the others kept their
promises. A wild dance ;followed, and then the
West."
A few minutes later there was more surprise feast of dog meat. Of course, our friends did not
pa rtake of the feast, though it was with some
shown by the inmates of the camp.
"Well," --said Wild, as they started to go down difficulty that they were excused. An hour later
to the river, "maybe it's all right, after all. The they wished good luck to the Pawnee Paleface and
old hunter's secret died with h~ as he thinks, so hi s squaw, well satisfied that they had met with
what's the difference? We'll just destroy that one· of the queer est adventures of their lives, but
piece of paper now and give ·him a decent burial." r eady for more.
When this had been done the young deadshot
turned to the cabin.
N ext week's issue will contain "YOUNG
"Going to look for the money, Wild?" Arietta
WILD
WEST RACING A FLOOD; OR,
asked.
"Yes," was the reply. "There is no need of ARIETTA SH OOTING THE RAPIDS."
letting money go to waste. Accordi ng to t he old
hunter's confession, it belonged to t he man who
stole his wife from him. That man is dead, and
as it will be impossible for u s t o fi nd his relaE LE PHANT OF COURSE
tives, I think we h ad bett er give t he son t he
- money."
A schoolmast er had just finished an instructive
"The Pawnee Palef ace, you mean."
Jes on on food when J ohnn:v r aised hi s himd.
"Of cou rse. White Dog is the son. "
"Well, Johnny, what is it?" a sked the teacher.
While they wer e t alking, Hop had slipped into
" Please, sir, Clar ence Dudley saicf he knew a
the cabin. Of course he went straight to. the baby tha t was br ought up on elephant's milk and
secret hol ~ after the barrel of whisky. He had it ga ined ten pounds in weight every day."
no difficul ty in getting in, and then he quickly
" Clar ence ought not to tell such rubbish," relear ned t hat there was not very much in the bar- plied the master. Then, addressing the other
rel after all. He upset the ba rrel and let it come boy, he aid, "Tell me; Clarence, 'w hose baby was
through into the cabin, ju<t ;1,: Wild.a nd the rest brought up on elephant's milk?" 1
ca~-ne ilocking inside.
"It was the elephant's baby, sh~"
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FAST MAIL FRANK
THE BOY ENGINEER

0r. Raifroading. in \he Wild West
By DICK ELLISON

A Serial Storv
CHAPTER X.
Beating the Bandits.

a

The train went thundering along at
rapid
J~e, and as Frank operated the machinery his
mind was troubled with fear s for Jennie's safety.
Several stops were made for pas!,engers, and at
a number of the stations the mail bags were taken
off and .on.
When the train pulled out of Meadowbrook, and
the two boys were intent upon their work, they
suddenly heard a loud rattling of the coal in the
tender.
Glancing around over his shoulder, Frank was
startJ.ed to see three roughly clad men in slouch
hats, with dark masks over their faces, creeping
towai·d the cab. • The noise they made in coming over the •coal
was what attracted Frank's attention, and he
suddenly recoj)ed, crying:
"Joe, the outlaws !"
"What?" gasped the stoker in startled tones.
"See there!': exclaimed Frank, pointing at the
men with one hand, while his other hand slid to
his hip µocket.
.
_
"Good heavens!" gasped Joe.
Seeing they were discovered, the foremost of
the masked men suddenly leveled a i-ev9lver at
Frank and roared:
"This train is ou r s !"
"Not while I can defend it!" replied the boy,,
and, without the slightest fear of the thieves, he
whipped out his new pi stol and aimed it•at the
man.
.
"Fool!" hissed the big fellow. "Do you want
t er die?"
"No, Bill Bragg," replied the boy. "I know
you, in spite of your mask. I don't want to die.
And if you wish to live, I advise you to jump off
this car right away. If you·don't, by heavens, I'll
fire at you if it's the very last thing I do on this
earth!"
·
The three masked bandits in the tender glared
.hatefully at Frank as he covered their leader
with his revolver and coolly defied them. Joe had
picked up a long iron poker and c1·ouched back in
his corner, determined to pitch into them the mo• ment h.e saw Frank act aggressively. In th.e meant ime the train kept thundernig along at a high
rate of rate of speed, with no one. to guide it or to
look ahead fol' possible danger.
"So yer think yer know me, hey?" demanded the
leader of the trio.
"Yes, I recognize you, Bill Bragg;• replied the
young engineer. "And I want you to understand
that you ca n't scare me worth a cent by pointing_
that gun at my head, so you may as well lower
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"But I tell yer we've got t her train."
As t h.e . villain spoke. the locomotive went
around a curve, and J oe glanced ba ck out t he window and saw five cars on the rails being rapidly
left behind by the rushing locomotive.
. "Frank," he gasped, them villains has uncoupled ther three day coaches an' two sleepers,
an' we're only draggin' ther mail-car."
• At one glance the young engineer saw that this
,va s true, and the words of the post-office agent
came back to his mind.
"The Bragg gang are after our registered mail
pouches !" he thought.
"Look hyer. Fast Mail Frank as they now calls.
yer," said Bragg in ugly tones, "thar' eight o' my
gang on ther mail-car, an' they are a -gain' ter
uncouple it from ther tender when we gits it far
enough a way from. ther passenger coaches, so's
nobody will interfere with u s. Yer kin see that we
means business, can't yeh? Waal, no matter what
you do, it ain't a-gain' ter stop us from gittin' ther
mail bags. Tharfore yer'd better surrender peacefully. If yer don't we will all tackle yer in , a
bunch an' yer bound ter git hurt." ·
"What do you want of this locomotive.?"
"Oh, I don't mind a-tellin' yer as we calkerlate
ter make our escape in her arter we gits ther
pouches."
"And do you imagine for one instant that I am
going to be so untrue to my trust a s to aid your
infernal villainy?"
"I don't see wot else yer kin do, youngster.;•
"Then you don't know the kind of a fellow I
am. Bwgg, I am going to prevent you from
aling this engine if it costs my life to do it. You
and your men will either get off that tender or -you
or I ·will go down with a bullet."
"Then it'll be you !" yelled the bandit.
He was just about to pull. the trigger when Joa
let the poker fly at him, and it struck his revolver
at the moment he discharged it. The bullet flew
harmlessly over Frank's head. Instantly t he
young engineer fired back, and Bragg gave a
prolonged howl of agony, dropped his weapon,
and, clapping a hand to a wound in his shoulder,
he danced up and down.
·'.'I'm plugged !" he · roared, making a horrible
face.
·
His two comrades leaped forward the moment
the shot hit him, and before Frank had an opportunity to turn his ·weapon upon them the foremost
man dealt him a terrible blow with the butt of
his pistol that dropped him like a log.
"He's stunned!" hissed the one· who did it. '
'.'At the other !" cried his companion.
Joe had only his fists with which to defend himself, and he gave them several terrific smashes before they succeeded in knocking him down and
overpowering him.
·
"Tie him up!" shouted Bragg, savagely.
The a1·ms of the two boys were bound behind
their backs with pieces of heavy twine carried by
one of the men.
. "We've got 'em, Bil!," annqunced one of the
men. "What next!"
·
"You understand a locomotive; take care of this
one.
.
"All ri ght, cap,"· and the man hurried over to
the throttle valve.
"Shall I chuck these fellers overboard?" demande.d the other.
·t.
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"They gave me a putty bad wound,» growled _ "No doubt about that. Now' ~iI me how you
Bragg, "an' if a tumble from this hyer cab will got on the train." .
"I don't mind. We all boarded .it at Hopedale
b.-eak tb,ar · necks, I'll feel satisfied, an' no one
.
as passengers."
will be able ter say we murdered 'em.:
"How did the gang reach the mail~r?"
"Lend us a hand, then."
"By passing into .the baggage compartment
"Can't do it. My arm hurts too much."
,
from the smokl!r."
"Then I'll have ter try it alone."
•
"Then what was done?"'
He caught Frank by the arm and was just going
"We· uncoupled the passenger coaches and left
to drag him to the opening, on the left-hand side•
when there suddenly sounded a terrific ex:vlosion them behind. While that was done Bill, Sam and
I came over the .roof of the mail-car to the forby the mail-car and...he dropped the boy.
"What's that?" he asked, straightening up and ward platform and got upon the tender to do you
.
up."
listening.
·
"I see. And now?"
"Ther boys has begun, ter blow open ther car
"Well, the mail-agent's guard on the ar and
with dynamite, an'--"
Bang! bang! bang! came a volley of pistol shots the baggage-master must have got wind of what
just then, interrupting Bragg, and, getting ex- was coming, for they locked themselves in the mail
compartment. Our fellows were trying to blow
cited, he rushed into the tender shouting:
open the door with dynamite. The shots you hea-1
"Come on, Sam; they need us!"
s\)ow that they succeeded and that .the mt1ilmen
"Go ahead!"
In another moment the two men went over the are holding them off with rifles."
"One mail-agent, two guards and the baggageback of the tender and disappeared from view,
while the man called Nick blew off steam and be- master holding out against eight bandits," comgan to slacken the speed of the locomotive. Frank mented Frank. "I'm going to aid our men. Joe,
had been lying pale and motionless, but he now you guard this man. The locomotive will soon
began to show signs of returning animation, and come to a pause. I'll have to go over the roof to
finally opened his •eyes. He now saw one of the see behind the bandits."
"Geel Don't go alone, Frank."
masked men at his post, and he also saw Joe lying
"Oh, I'll be well armed," replied the hoy, open-.
huddled in a corner with a look of despair on his
ing a locker and pulling out a small black p'kckgrimy face.
Sounds of shooting, swearing and fierce cries age. "Do you remember this?"
"It:s ther package of dynamite Tony, ther
came to his ears from the direction of the mailcar, a.nd he knew then that a fight was going on greaser, gave meter put in ther coal!" exclaimed
for pos11ession of the post-office matter. Next the Joe. "What'll yer do with it?"
"Fire it right into that gang and blow them to
boyllisc9vered how he was secured, and then came
the resolve to get free and make a desperate at- pieces!" the young engineer answered, as he burried across the tender. It was easy to get on
tempt to foil the gang.
•
.
Near by was the open furnace-door. A few live the mail-car roof.
Over it went to the rear platform, and. sliding
coals glowed in the ash-pan in front of it. He
rolled over to it, unseen by the bandit at the down one of the iron roof supports, a scene otex•
throttle, who was peering out the little window citement met his view.
In the baggage compartment were Bragg .and
ahead. It blistered his wrists when he pushed his
bonds against the coal, but he bravely ·stood t~e his men, several of whom pad fallen wounded to
pain in silence until the cords snapped. To get r1<l the floor.
of them was but the work of a:ii instant, and he · They ere discharging their rifles through a
made a gesture to Joe enjoining siience as he shattered door into the mail-room in the forward
cut the boy's bonds with his jack-knife. Then he section,• where the four defenders of the mail
bags were trying to hold them off.
picked up his revolver from the floor.
"Stop!" shouted the boy.
In a moment more he was behind the masked
"It's Fast Mail Frank!" cried one of the men.
man and had the muzzle of his weapon within
"He's broke his bonds!" added the man named
an inch of his head.
Sam.
"Now, then, up with you hands, sir!"
"Shoot him down!" roared Big Bill furiously.
As this ringing command pealed out the bandit
Several rifles were leveled at the plucky boy,
whirled around only to find the weapon right at
but he did not move an inch. But he shouted in
his forehead.
threatening tones:
He gave one gasp and flung up his hands.
"I've got a package of dynamite here, and I'm
"I quit!" he muttered. "Don't shootI"
"You've saved your bacon, rold man. Hey, going to throw it at you if you don't instantly.
leave this train!"
Joe!"
A volley of shots was the only answer he got,
"Here!" was the quick response.
one of them grazing his cheek and two more cut"Disarm and bind him hand and foot."
Joe took a brace of revolvers from the fellow ting through his clothes so closely his 'body was
and tied him up, after which- he tore .the mask stung and his skin was cut.
Witliout the slightest hesitation he hurled the
from his face; but neither of the boys recognized
package into the car, and it landed in the middle
him.
· of the floor.
"What next?" de anded the stoker.
There was a quick rush, a puff of smoke and
"I'll <111estion him. See here, you brute."
"No questions answered!" snapped the outlaw. then a fearful rumbling roar like a heavy thun"Not even if. I blow your briiins out if you re- derclap.
The roof and side of the car and all the floor
f1ise again?"
"That's different. Question • away. I'll lie to planks were splintered and were hurled in every
direction.
_.. if I cari•."
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Just .p.s . Frank recoiled the man• leaped at him
A chorus of wild yells was mingled ..with that
awful .e xplosion, for but few of that gang escape,d . -and .caught him by the -throat, 'fot rthe boys -had•-.
• •·
-··
injuries, while several . were literally blown to deprived him of· his firearms.- '· •. ,·. ·. l·
·· · ·
··
,
fragments. ,
-· "You'll never jail me!" he shouted.'
'
"Let go'" of him ! " gasped Joe, anq .pe picked ,
up a . monkey-wrench and aimed a blow at the
\
CHAPTER XI.
'.;
outlaw, who flung himself aside to avoid .it.
Unluckily the man missed his footing and fell
At the Abandoned Mi1:e.
from the cab, dragging the y'oung engineer with,
him, as· he had not- relaxed his grip.
Frank was hurled from the platform and.fpund
A shout of alarm escaped Joe.
himself . rolling down the eni~~kment, half
"Gosh! He's killed ther lad!" and he rushed
.
stunned. :
' to the side and leaned far out, but failed to ·s ee ;
The shock was terrible, nnd ·the locomotive any sign of the two in the gloom.
'
.
stopped.
They were rapidly approaching Dead Man's
When the boy got over it and arose to his feet Ranch, a mining town in the f<iothills on the easthe · saw some of the · bandits running away, fol- ern side of the divide.
lowed by .a volley of shots from tlie rifles in the
Fearful lest an accident might happen to the ·
hands of the mail guards.
train, Joe seized th e throttle aI1d began to shut
of
result
awful
the
over
heart
at
sick
Feeling
off steam.
what he had done, the boy got up, feeling 1lame
In the meantime Frank had gone tumbling out
and sore all over.
the cab, gripping the bandit, and they fell to •
of
stood
still
it
but
wrecked,
half
The car was
.
ground.
the
protect
to
sought
he
those
all
and
upon its track,
Fortunately the escaping prisoner was underwere alive.
neath, and the boy landed on top of him, the
"Frank," shouted Pete Roy, the mail-agent, "are shock
hurling them apart.
you injured?"
Past them rushed the train.
"Npt much," replied the boy. "Are they -an
Rolling over and over and g1·eatly ja1-red by
gone?"
"All but two dead and two wounded," answered his fall, Frank finally brought up against a. rO(:k
Ed Grace, the baggage-master. "That bomb of and paused.
H e quickly got upon his feet and found he was
yours fixed 'em. Bragg got away."
not much hurt.
"How did you save yourselves from injury?"
"What a narrow escape!" he panted. Then he
"The heavy partition protected us," replied one
looked around · for some sign of his enemy and
of the guards. , .
·
"I'll run her 'back to the cars," said Frank. saw him lying motionless.
"I wonder if he's badly hurt?" he muttered,
"We can't pursue those rascals. Joe has got on-,
and, going over to the man, he knelt down and exof the gang a prisoner in the cab."
,
"Go ahead, then. They didn't get away with amined him.
"Dead!" he exclaimed, springing to his feet.
even a letter."
"The poor wretch has broken his neck. What a
• Joe had beel) listening and watching.
When Frank joined him and told him the news, sudden end!"
· The boy glanced around and saw distant lights.
he .remarked: •
"That _m ust be Dead Man's Ranch," he reflected,
"Say, what would have happened ter yer ·if
I'd a-left that there black bundle in ther coal "and I'd beter get there as quickly a s posoible and
an' you'd shoveled it inter ther 'furnace?"
notify the people that there's a daed outlaw here
"You can imagine," retorted the young engi- who needs attention. Joe knows how to start and
neer, as he started the machinery and drove the stop a locomotive, so I suppose he wm paµse at
the depot and wait till my fate is known. I'll
wrecked mail-car backward.
In ten minutes they r eached the passenger hurry over there to relieye· their sus-p ense and go
on with my train. By Jove, I'm all shaken up
coaches.
All the passengers and crew had alighted, and from that fall. This is the worst trip I ever
·
they gave a shout as the locomotive and crippled made."
mail-car came back.
Frank hurried along near the track and pretty
"Hurrah! Hunah for Fast Mail Frank!" they soon came abreast of some old abandoned buildyelled, and that tremendous cheer made the young ings in a rocky hollow.
•
engineer's nerves tingle.
remains 'of the Lone Star silver mine,"
When Frank started the t rain off he could not he "The
cogitated. "It's a pity the old claim never paid
help saying:
had to be abandoned. 1--" ·
"I tell you, Joe, railroading in the Wild West and
Just then he was interrupted by seeing a man
is a pretty stiff game, and keeps a fellow's life rush from behind one of the huts and come tearin constant danger."
toward him, shouting:
"Well," 1·eplied the stoker, "it's a chance we ing
"Hold on there, young feller, ijnd give an ft('run anywheres. A feller is jist a s apt ter git in
trouble in ther big cities. Yer gave Bill Bragg's count of ~ . ' '
Frank_J1{1.uaed in amazement ..
gang a putty hard rub, and I don't reckon they
"Why," he replied, "who in thunder a re you,
will fool with yer any more after thi s."
and what' right have you got to question me?
"I hope not."
Can't I walk the ties if I feel like it?"
"Now-- Oh, say, look out."
The man, who looked like a miner, l)auscd i.nc!
The outlaw had risen to bis feet, and they saw
that he had somehow liberated himself of his nodded.
{To be continued.) \
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·ITEMS OF INTEREST
POTATOE-TOMATOE VINE
Growing tomatoe and potatoes on the same vine
is the stunt that is being pulled off in Hutchison,
Kan. H. E. Turner has a plant on display in a
local bank's window. He claims that the two
Tarieties are being grown without artificial help
and no grafting has been done.
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It is generally agreed among naturalists that
the tortoise is longest-lived of all animals. There
are ·many instances of their attaining the extraordinary age of two hundred and fifty years,
.while one is actually mentioned ·as reaching the
vnparalleled age of four hundred .and five years.
Doctor H. L. Ross, of Canaan, Conp.ecticut, took
a Maltese cat with .him on an automobile trip to
Lake Cliatiemac, in the Adirondacks. The cat was
1ost at the lake-, but appeared in Canaan twelve
days later, thin an.d almost starved to death after
its one-hundred,-and-eiglity-mile walk.
An automatic camera for judging races ha&
proved successful in France and will be used at
the next Paris inter ational race meeting. The
camera is placed in• ne with the winning post,
and the winning horse, b:'f breaking a thread, releases the electrically-controlled shutter and a
photograph of the finish is taken.

LAUGHS

,

"What's the row pver on the next street?"
"Only a wooden we ding." "Wooden wedding?''
"Yes, a couple of Poles are getting married."
Host-Must you leave so soon, Mrs. Tootles? I
thought you were very fond of good music. Mrs.
Tootles-I am. (Mrs. Tootles exits during blank
silence.)

,Tim-They say it cost no one anything to be
OLDEST BELL IN USE
The oldest known bell still in use is in the par- polite. Do you believe it? Tim-It may be true
ish church of St. Mary of Loretto, at Villalago, in in some cases, but it cost me a seat i.,i a movie
·
the Abruzzi Mountains, Italy. Following the in- . show to day.
----'--scription "Ave !{aria" is "Anno Do.mini 600."
"Prisoner, have you anything to say?" "Only
Bells were invented, according to church authorithis, Your Honor; I'd be mighty sorry if the young
ties by Pope Rabianian, who died in 606.
lawyer you assigned to me was ever .'called· upon
to defend an innocent man:"
FLOATING ISLANDS
There are many floating islands. These are
Bix-1 see there's a report from Holland that
9ometimes caused by a detachment of a portion of
a bank, in which the roots are strong enough to concrete bases for German cannon have beeri
hold the soil compact and solid. Othe1·s are formed found there. Dix__:Don't believe a word you hear
by an accumulation of driftwood in tropical rivers about Holland. The geography says it is a low,
and bays. Many lakes in England, France and lying country.
J>russia are noted for their floating islands·:
"The man wlio can drive with one hand is the
man for me," answered Edna, gayly. "You're
THE BRAIN BRINGS SLEEP
The brain is more active while engaged in easily satisfied," replied_ her friend, Ruth. "For
dreaming than when not thus engaged. The only my part, I prefer the man who asks me to drive.''
perfect sleep is th!!,t which is dreamless. The moWith but three minutes to catch his train the
ment· the sleeper begins to dream he begins to
work, and the more vivid and protracted the traveling salesman i]lquired of the street car condream the more intense, naturally, <becomes the ductor, "Can't you go faster than this?" "Yes "
work. It is possible that at no time during the the bellringer replied, "but I have to stay with
waking houl's of life is the brain so active as it is my car."
In the strange business of dreaming.
"What is in the mail from daughter?" asked
mother eagerly. "A thousand kisses," answered
INTERESTING ITEMS
A sleek and oily preacher of the Holy Ro_ller · father, grimly, "and sixteen hand_kerchiefs, two
aect in Alabama ·permitted a rattlesnake to bite waists and four batches of ribbons for you to wash
·
him five times, to show he was immune from · and mend."
harm. A vast crowd attended his funeral.
"Ar~n•t you ashamed of your indolence?" "InThe wasp adopts the methods of the highwayman. These insects have often been observed -to deed I am!" answered Meanderinf. Mike. "I've
. waylay and rob bees while the latter, laden with been tryin' to do something for it." 'What?" "I've
the fruits of an expedition, were returning to the been takin' the faith cure. I've been choppin'
make-believe wood wit' ,n imaginary ax.''
.
.Liv~
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WHY I SUSPECTED HER
By Col. Ralph 'Fenton.

It is some years sirtce I one day received a call

to go to a town on the Hudson River that shall be

nameless, nor shall I describe it, further than to
say that it is a favorite place of ' residence for
many wealthy men doing business in the City of
New York.
The dispatch that took me to the depot in such
a hurry bore the signature of Hiram Hardwick,
a gentleman whom I knew well, and who had engaged me on several cases, and who had always
treated me in the best possible manner.
· Hence it was a source of satisfaction to be now
hurrying to his assistance in response to a request reading-:
"It is in your power to do me a great personal
favor. I beg of you hasten to my residence here."
I little dreamed, however, of the nature of the
assistance that Mr. Hardwick desired at my
hands. On leaving the depot I started to walk to
his home. I had been there before, and knew• of a
short cut across the fields by which I could reach
it more quickly than an ordinary hack would convey me there by the longer carriage road around.
I had some minutes before caught sight of the
turreted gables of this stylish residence, when I
realized that I had strayed from the path, and
was lost. This was something not calculated to
cause me any apprehension, for I was, at the
worst, only a short distance from the house, and
would not be compelled to more than cross a field
.or two. While thus thinking I suddenly came
upon a scene that caused my heart to stop beating.
· There, in an opening, where the underbrush
grew less thick than at other near points, I saw
the motionless figure of a man outstretched. He
was dead. I knew that the very instant my eyes
rested on him. But I knelt, nevertheless, and
assured myself of the fact. While kneeling there
beside the body I made another discovery.
This murdered man was Philip Hardwick, son
of Hiram Hardwick, who had sent for me. I soon
found the house. Mr. Hardwick met me at the
door.
"I am very glad to see you!" he exclaimed. "I
am very much distressed over an occurrence thd.t
.( cannot explain. Perhaps my fears may be foolish, and if they are I trust that you will do me
thP. favor never to repeat that I sent for you."
"You may depend on me, sir. Now what is this
strange occurence of which you speak?"
"My son, Philip-he is such a careful and
thoughtful son, and he never absented himself
from home before without giving me some wordhe went from here night before last, after supper,
and has not since returned, nor have I heard a
word from him. My heart misgives me. · I want
you to find. him for me."
How could I tell that fond old man that I had
but this minute come from beside the body of
that murdeted son? It was utterly impossible for
me to do !iO, and hastily drawing to a finish, I
took my departure, promising that I would .shortly report to him, and saying to myself;
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"I must leave 1t to others to break the news.
I will go to the town and send the coroner to take
charge of the body.''
.
I had not yet succeeded in finding this individual when , I was abruptly halted by a young and
hand,some lady.
·
·
"They tell me you a1·e a detective," she cried.
"If you are, ,I want yon to find Philip Hardwick
for me."
Philip Hardwick! The mention of the name
caused me to glance quickly and keenly-at her.
"Pardon pie," I said pointedly, "but what may
Philip Hardwick have been to you?" •
·
She looked confused, turned her eyes down, and
lowly answered:
"He-he was-was-a very dear friend."
."And why are you concerned about him?"
"Because-because-he had promised to call on
me last evening, ·and failed to do so. He had
never broken his word with me at any time before, and when I heard today t~at his father waa
worried over his absence, and that he had not
been seen in some hours, I-I-thought something dreadful must have happened."
I inwardly called myself a brute for thinking
that this girl was a coquette. Yet that wa:.. the
way her words imp,ressed me. •I could not- feel
that they were prompted by an unselfish love for
the subject of the conversation, whose dead white
face was constantly before my mental eye.
It was an impulse, a strange and unaccountable
whim, that led me to suddenly say.:
"Come with me. I would like to take
walk
through the fields while I ask you some questions
of Philip Hardwick, about whose disappearance I
must confess there is a mystery."
The mystery I hinted at would have forced her
to accompany me even had there been no stronger
motive.
As we went out of the village I let _her talR: aa
she would, on my own part uttering no word save
to lead her on.
Inwardly I commented:
"She rattles on at. a g,·eat rate for a person who
at first professed to be profoundly distressed over
the disappearance of a lover. She is heartless, of
that .I am certain. and it remains to be seen if
there is anything back of that."
It appeared to me that frequently when she
came to a halt ~he groped mentally for words
to continue. In other words her conversation
was forced, yet did not appear to me to be
forced in that manner_which might be expected
from one who is trying to rise superior to a
great sorrow. I saw from the movements of
her eyes that she was conscious of our vicinity,
and that we WE're approaching the home of
Philip Hardwick; but she made no co111ment
thereon, as I expected she would.
At last we we1-e close to the spot. I drew
her attention in another ::lirection until her feet
had almost touched the body of the murdered
man. Then; facing her in its direction, I cried;
"Just see there!" She glanced dovm at the
pallid face, and a great change · came over her
own. But it was not horror nor anguish that .
was written on it. It was rather a .deep suprise,
such has might be experienced at having a clever
trick played upon one. And it was due to the
expression on her face in that transient space
time that l su&necte,l her.
·
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Suspected her of what? I hardly co·ul~ have
said myself of what I suspected her, further than
that I believed her profession of love for Philip
Hardwick was a sham. An instant, and then
falling on her knees beside the corpse she bent
her face down, spoke to him, called his name,
then clasping her hands above her head, turned
a drawn hard· face toward me and cried:
. "Joe Raymond did this!" And then she hid
her face in her hands and began to sob convulsively. I lifted here, supported her from the horrid spot, and must confess to a feeling of pity
until it forced itself on me that he:r;. sobs were
too hard, fl>o dry, too acrobatic, if I may so express it.
"Do not grieve so, little lady," I said, mustering
a kindly tone for the occasion. Quiet these sobs.
Remember you will soon be in the village. And
now tell me who is Joe Raymond?"
"He-he was a sort of rival of-of-Mr, Hardwick."
"A rival?"
"Yes."
"In what?"
"F'or-for my favors," · she hesitatingly, coyly
said. "Mr. Hardwick was inclined to be jealous,
and I couldn't help teasirtg him a little, and;_and
-it made hard feelings between them." Having
seen the lady to her boarding place-she was a
comparative stranger in town, I learned-I sought
out the coroner and sent him to take charge of
the body, then went in quest of Joe Raymond.
I was not long in finding him~a well-formed,
pleasant-faced man. of nearly thirty-at sight of
whom I told myself that he could · not be the
murderer.
"Are you Joseph Raymond?" I inquired.
"I am."
"Did you know Philip Hardwick?"
"I did.' 1
"Well, he has been murdered, and suspicion is
directed against you. It seems that you were
both paying attention to a young lady, and that
the nvalry produced some hard feeling."
"There was no rivalry worthy of the name,"
was the prompt response; "As a matter of fact,
both were amusin~ ourselves by paying attention
to a lively and bright young lady who came into
town, but I a.n1 sure that Phil would no more
have married her than I would.''
•
I gave him a· quick glai:ice.
"Was her reputation shady?" I inquired.
"I would not wish to say that," was the rejoinder, "but she chose to envelop herself and
her antecedents in a mystery that augured no
good of her. So it is absurd--"
I interrupted him •just there.
"Who is that man yonder? Can you tell me ? "
indicating an iadividual whom 1 nad noticed dog- .
ging ·my footsteps, and who was watching with
keenest interest the conversation between Raymond and myself.
"That? Oh, that is my cousin."
"Your cousin?"
"Yes."
"Hem! Well, I must ask you to consider yourself under arrest for the present. It is only
11ominal, but until something further develops I
piust keep you custody.''
_
"Very well," he answered, without hesitation.
"There is no disgrace in an arrest-the disgrace

comes in the charge bein"' proved and that it
will not be in this instance:" The ~ame of Raymond's cousin was Peroy, and his face struck
me as being familiar. But I could not say where
or when I had seen it.
"Does he live here?" I inquired.
"No. He only came up from New York recently. I have never liked the fellow, perhaps
because"-with a laugh-"! give him credit of
a desire to see me placed under ground." •
"Why should he desire that?"
"Money. If I should die without heirs he would
inherit the estate that came. to me conditionally."
My eyes opened a trifle, but I made no comments. Less than an hour later I was talking
with Peroy, commis.e rating with him over Raymond's unpleasant position.
He has got himself into a pretty bad box," he
rejoined. "I am sorry for him, for he is a firstrate fellow, baning a little hotheadedness. I
have seen him--"
Something· dropped through the bottom of a
defective pocket and struck the ground at our
feet. It was a photograph. It fell face upward,
and before he could pick it tip I caught a glimpse
of it,.. The picture comprised a little group of
three--a man, a woman, and a baby. He was the
man, and Minnie Gay, as she called herself, was
the woman. Click! click!
·
"Mr. Peroy, you are my prisoner!" The handcuffs were on his wrists even as I made the announcement. Despite ,his protestations, I conveyed him to the jail, and inside of half an hour
Minnie Gay was also a JUJJ.mate in the guise of
a prisoner. The woman soon broke down, yet
stubbornly refused to admit a knowledge of the
dark crime.
"See here," I argumentatively said, "I can
gather the evidence to send both you and Peroy
to• the gallows, but am willing to afford you an
opportunity to turn State's evidence. I am well
informed of the nature of the crime. You are
Peroy's ·wife, or worse, and came here to help
him steal a fortune. You coquetted with Hardwick and Raymond to breed ill feeling between
them, and to cast the murder of one on the other.
It was intended that Hardwick should be accused
of the murder of Raymond, but in an unforseen
exigency Peroy was forced to -murder Hardwick.
It was not what" yoµ had planned for, but if
Raymond could be sent to the gallows Peroy
-would inherit the estate now in possession of
that gentleman. You see, I am familiar with the
points. Now tell me all or not, as you please."
'fhe woman made a clean breast of it then.
It had been the intention to murder Raymond
and cast the burden of the crime on Hardwick.
But Hardwick had come upon them at the spot
where I found his body, and had overheard
enough of what passed to comprehend the villainous plot afoot. The instant Peroy saw Hardwick
there he snatched out a revolver and shot him
down. Then separating, the guilty couple had
hastened to the village there to await events.
It was impossible to do or say anything to assuage the sorrow of Mr. Hardwick over the loss
of his son, and I returned to the city that night.
A few months. later Peroy was hung for the
cr-ime and Minnie Gay went to prison for life.
.I
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shot and, attributing the non-resistance • to fear
TURKHENS-NEW BIRD
Mrs. Henrietta Crossman of Temple, Tex., ex- ·or laok of ~rms, he was the first man to leap on
·
hibited at the Bell County Poultry Show a pen of board.
turkhens. This .breed of poultry is the result of , But the rope with which the captured ship had
a cross between turkeys, pheasants and chickens. been carelessl9 lashf'd to his own b ·oke under the
Known a-s Russian Orloff turkhens, they resem- strain, and he found himself rapidly borne away
ble a chicken more than a turkey, although -they f:i;om his .comrades on what he soon discovered to
are heavier and have heads like turkeys. The be ~ floating coffin. A stjff breeze filled the sails
meat is more tender than either c-hicken or tur- of the d(!relict. and before his- O)Vll vessel could
key, .and · they are said to be · the most wonderful overtake it night descended -on the lonely ocean,
and the pursuing ship -lost sight of it altogether.
layers in existence.
Left alone in darkness on the gruesome· craft,
the pirate went mad with terror and, seizing the
· SNAKE CUT FROM HAND
While a "llumber of-citi~ns of the Ward Bridge •wheel, raced away before the wind. According
seas
comm.unity were .s einiI!g in Richmond C.ree1c a big ,to the legend, he was condemned to range the
moccasin fastened its. fangs in the left wrist of ,forever thus. in eommand of his horrible prize,- a
Stonewall Cummins. Mr. Cummins attempted to just retribution for bis sins. .
Woe.to the .ship that encountered the death ship
ch~ke the snake loose, but failed. The brother
ghrre of the
of Mr. Cummins then came to his rescue,' and -with scudding -along by moonlight or in thesteered
by a
his pocket knife in one ·hand and grasping the lightning, manned by skeletons and
body of the snake in the other severed the rep- shouting, gesticulating madman, for she never
tile's head from the body. The --mouth of the de- saw her home 1)0"' -again. When on -several "OCcaca pitated head had to be pried open before the s ions the vessel was said ·to' have been sighted in
wrist was .released. Mr. Cummins received im- the fog off Medford, it was always the herald of
. mediate medical attention and suffered but little storm a.nd disaster and the loss of many ships.
from the effects .of his experience.
FAST TRANS-ATLANTIC PLANE
SCORPION IN GIFT EASTER EGG STINGS
1 Estimating that a, speed of 200 to 250 miles an
,
HAND OF PARISIAN SINGER
When Mlle. Juliana Hastre, a young Argentine hour would be necessa1·y to make trans-Atlantic
singer from Buenos AiTes, now residing in the airplane flights commercially attractive, Walter
Latin Quarter here, opened a fine, big chocolate G. Brenner, a German inventor, has prepared
Easter egg at a :party given at a friend's house, plans for a giant ship which would utilize the
the merry cries of the revelers turned to shrieks decreased air resistance at very high altitudes to
make such speed possible. The enormous 1·esistof .horror.
Instead of being filled with sweet liquor or soft ance encoun ered at low altitudes at high speed
melting sugars, the egg, all tied up in pretty ..rib- would require engines out of all p1·oportion to the
bons, contained half a dozen big tropical cock- plane to overcome it, he bPlieves, but by ascending
roaches and one full-grown scorpion, which struck to between 26,000 and 3";000 feet, the density of
Mlle. Hastre in the hand \\ith its poi sonou s dart the air would be so reduced that its resistance
would be correspondingly lessened.
.
before it could be killed.
At such heights the passengers, and the moThe egg, which was delivered at the artist's
residence while she wa. dressing for dinner, was tors, too, would have to have air supplied at northe gift of Mlle. Van Hong Lu, an Eastern wo- mal sea-level pressure, so ·the entire ship as designed is air-tight, the. atmosphere being supplied
man now living in India.
The victim of this dangerous practical joke re- by pumps. His plan calls for a light duraceived medical aid instantly and is progressing luminum body and wings, designed along the
satisfactorily. The police opened an inquiry into same lines as those of the all-metal Junkers plane
the origin of the outrage. Friends of Mlle. Van but greatly magnified.
The passenger cabins- wduld be located in the
Hong -Lu unanimousLy declared she couli'.I have
had nothing to do with putting the scorpion in thf: wings, now utilized in many metal ships for gasoegg.
line tanks. The leading edge of the wings would
have glass windows. Control and crew quarters,
freight space and additional passenger quarters
PHANTOM SHIP OF MEDFORD
The town of Medford, Mass., has a legend of a would be located in the hull. The fuselage plan
phantom ship beside which the Flying Dutchman differs from the usual flying boat type in that it
The Medford is fitted with two wing-like metal pontoons, one
was only a peaceful fr7.ighte1-.
story runs that a ship laden with gold and silver on either side. Although the ship is designed as
bars and a full consignment of rum put out from .a monoplane, in the air the set of pontoons would
that port when the Sp_anish Main was infested give additional supporting surface.
Herr Brenner's design is based on the fact that
with pirates. It was headed for West Indian
ports, but was so long becalmea that water and a large part of the power developed by a flying
machine's motors is used to overcome the air i;eprovisions gave out and all hands perished.
When the wind came up again the slack sails sistance. Without increasing the consumption of
filled and the ship moved. She was seen by a fuel, he believes he can double the speed at high
buccaneer, chased and overhauled. The pirate altitudes, so that ordinary motors would be large
captain made· fast to ' his prize without firing a enough to power it.
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LIT TLE ADS

Write to Riker & King, Ad11ertising Offices, 530 Broadway, New York City, or 29
East Madison Street, Chicago, for particulars about advertising in this magazine.
AGENTS WANTED

NEW

WONDERFUL

Cos 10c,
profit $1.40. Monogrnmlng Autos. Lifetime
opportunity. Free samples. MONOGRAM
Co., Box 124, Worcester, Mass.

•

SELLER.

I AGEN~S. H HOSIERY STYLES. Guaranteed. Best'.cornm!Rsion, 28 colors. We deliver. Samples furnished. S. Q. S., Le:a:lngton,
Kentucky.
AOEN'TS:

WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLES.

Seti Madison "Better-Made shirts for larite
ManutactUl'er, dlN'Ct to wearer. No capital,
or experience required. Many earn 1100 weekly and bonus. Madl1on Mfgn., 5M Broadway,
New York.
.

HELP WANTED
QUALIFY for SllS0-$300 railroad :lobs.

Flrelllen, Brakemen, Bagga~men, Sleeping Car
or Train Porter. 238 Rallway Bureau, East
St. Louis. Ill.
·
,1,800.00 HADE BY, ALLEN also Malf'l' In 30

days aelllng START RITE SWITCH tor
ll'orda. To start car just retard spark.
Starts l'R&ler, saves hendlx el•o starter trouble. Secu,re dPmonsttator. Write today for
plan Dept. 1217. National Sales Co., lnc.,
Col . Iowa.

DETEC'EIVES

NEEDED

EVERYWHERE.

Work home or travel, experience unnecesBBry. Write Oeorge R. Wa~ner, former
Govt.
0
DetecJive, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.
•

PERSONAL
BXOHANGE LE'l'TERS. Make new friends.
Private Introductions. Satisfaction guaranteed. Particulars free. Good Fellowship
Club, Reading, Penna.
,
l[ARR"£ ~Business girl, 27, worth $73,000;
widow, 48, $36,000; girl, 19, $40,000. Descriptions and photos free. Mrs. W a rn, 8634
S. Figueroa Street, Loa Angeles, Cali!.
LONELY HEARTS-I have a sweetheart for

you. Exchange letters; make new friends.
Efficient, confidential and dlgnltled service.
Members everywhere. Eva Moore, Box 908,
Jacksonvllle, Florida.

CHARMING

LADY worth $50,000, will
tirnrry. Write, Eva, B -1022, Wichita, Kan.

PRETTY GIRLIE, wealth:y but. oh ea, lone-

some.

League, Box 39, Oxford, Fla.

ATTRACTIVE YOUNG WIDOW worth $3&•
000, will marry. Club, 1022, Wichita, Kan-

sas.

maiden, very wealthy.
Please write today. C-Box 39, Oxford, Fla.

MARRY-Pretty

Sweethearts everywhere.
M11ny
wealthy pretty girls. Ladles. gents write.
(Stamp) Doris Dawn, East Cleveland, Ohio.

MARRY -

CHARMING YOUNG WIDOW-Worth $38,lta~K":~l~a~arry. Write Eva, B-1022, Wi!)bHARRIAGE PAPER-20th year.

Big illllne

with description~, photos; names and addresses, . 25 cents. No other tee. Sent sealed.
Box 2265, R . Boston, Mass.
·
HARRY-Free photographs,

directory and
descriptions of wealthy members. P~
when married . .New Plan Co., Dept 311,
K1tnsns City, Mo
PRETTY GIRL, wealthy, romantic, cra'f'e&
fri endship. Please write. L-Box 39, Ox• ford. E'la.
HARR Y - lllARRIAGE DIRECTORY with
photos . and descriptions tree. Pav when
married. The Exchange, Dept. :14:i, :Kan1aa
City, Mo.

MARRY-Write for big new directory with
photos and descriptions. Free. National
Agency. Dept. A. 4606. Station -in .• Kansas
City, Mo.
GET A SWEij:TREART-Excha nge letters.

Write me enclosing stamp.
Dennison, Ohio.

Violet Ray.

HARRY-Lonely H earts, join our club, we
have a corppanion tor you, many worth
from $5,000 o $50,000. Descriptions photos
Introduction free. Send no moriey. Standard
Cor. Club, 0 avslake, Ill.

MISCELLANEOUS

TOBACCO OR SNUFF HABIT CURED OB
no pay. $1.50 if c ured. Remedy sent on

trial. Superbn Co., N4. Baltimore. Maryland.

BE A DETECTIVE
Earn Big Money. Work home or travel. Mnke
secret Investigations. Fascinating work. .roxcellent opportunity. Experience unnecessary.
Pactlculars free. Write, GEORGE B. WAGNER, former Government Detective, 11168
Broadway, New York.

axop one

\ OLD MONEY WANTED
Do you know that Coln Collectors pay up to
$100.00 for certain U. S. Cents? And high
premiums for ,nil r&Ie coins,? We buy all
kinds. , Send 4c tor Large Com Folder. May
mean much profit to you.
..__
llrtJIIIIS.IIATIC CO., De1>t, 486 Ft. Worth, TeL

We cive 3 free lessons withi,ach new lnatrumcnt
"Ibey ,tart you. Teach yourself. It's areat fun:
practicinc becaute you learn ao quickty. Even
thouah you have failed with eome other inatru•
ment. you can learn the s,eacher Su:opbooe.
And It will make you the most popular penon
ln your act. 6 daya' tree trial in your own home,
any instrument. No obligatioo1. Easy term• if
you decide to buy, Send now foe beautiful fTtt
Utenture. A pootal brine, libera} propotlti..
Addreu:

Bueacber Band Jm1ru-t Co.
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ful shark: .T he marauding, dreaded shark alSIMPLEST WET BATTERY THAT CAN
ways rife in tropical climates, is so common here
BE MAD:&
~s to deprive us of the luxury of open sea bathPerhaps the most sim'ple wet cell which can be mg. The negro shell divers disregard these
~ade, says Experi~ental Science (Washington), · monsters, and some of the planters bathe after
1s from a copper wire previously heated in a blue sending a negro further out into the sea as a
gas flame, and a. silver wire, both held iri running sentinel.
t ap water. The: copper wire in the gas flame be- · . We had a r~re frolic with a shark a few days
comes coated with a film of copper oxide.
smce. A Spamsh schooner came in here with catA varied effect can be produced by separating tle. The cattle had been several days upon short
the COJ?per and silyer wires by blotting pa~r and allowance of w.ater, and, in swimming them
wra~pmg them with the same matel'ial, and then a ~hore in their weakened condition, two of them
pouring one of the common electrolytes upon the died. One of the carcasses was taken by the newhole. Sal ammoniac or sulphuric acid can be g roes and anchored half a mile from the shore to
used.
bait sharks with. The rascals soon made their
'.1ppearance. The harpoon was sent with sure aim.
rnto a huge fellow, who darted off wtih such force
HIS CIGAR MONEY
, a s to break the lin~. But three of the school soon
by
made
being
fortunes
Ma11y s~ri_es are ~old o:f
returned, one of which was struck witli better forec~nomy m httle tbrngs, but here is one which is tune.
to
began
broker
York
New
elderly
quite new. An
This one, after powerful but unavailing strugu~e tobacco when a mere boy. Becoming "con- gles to escape, rose· to the surface of the water
became
he
when
·habit
this
of
vtnced of the folly
an_d then the negroes got a round hitch upon hi~
older, he one day threw away his cigar and never tail, when they pulled for the shore. The word
smoker,
boug1!-t anoth~r. He had been a moderate
was passed through the streets that a shark was
and 1t was m the old days when cigars were coming in. This drew a large concourse of white
thirtyonly
cost
cheap, _so that six cigars a day
"ringed, speckled and gray" spirits to the beach:
seven and a half cents, for they were six and a
When the boat approached the shore .a negro
thirty-seven
quarter cents apmce. That sum of
landed with a line to which the sharlcwas fast
.
at
and
day,
every
~nd a half cen~s h~ ~ut aside
and which was seized by men, women and boys'
intervals deposited 1t rn a savings bank. He dis- who, ~th infinite glee, drew the common enemy
·
to
amounted
covered that in round numbers it
strugglmg and floundering, with the blood
one hundred and thirty:six dollars and fifty cents st;reaming from hi~. side and no?trils, high and
laying
of
a year. He n~vel· aban_doned the habit
dry upon land. This shark was eight feet long,
this n_ioney aside, and 1t brought him seven per and though the harpoon bad gone deep into his
it
cent. mterest. At the end of fifty-eight years
v1tl:lls, he di~played an activity and strength
amounted to ninety-six thousand, seven hundred which adm?ms?ed. us to keep at a respectful disand nineteen dollars and forty-nine cents. With tance. Its skm 1~ smooth and . sleek like that
that money he purchased a fine estate, consisting of a seal, or porpoise, _ilnd, but for its enormous
of two ac1·es and a home. With it he has edu- mouth, you would suppose it quite as harmless .
. cated his children and s,pent occasional sums for
After fo!cing its mouth open with a handspike,
·
benevolent pu-r poses.
and thrustmg a large stone into its maw it was
He tells of fruit and shade trees, of a horse cut open for its liver. which yielded se;en galand: cow and cal~ and chickens, and of merry days lons of lamp oil. But the shark had with him
beside th_e beautiful sound. so that there are hints the evidence of havitlg feasted bountifully upon
upon which a duller fancy than mine can rear a unroasted beef before the harpoon had done its
pictu1·e of a splendid property and home. A table office. Not less than thirty pounds of beef
which h~ bas prepared is prefaced with the state- dro_pped ~rom under - his gasket. Among other
ment that "friends have expressed doubts in re- delicate bits was a sirloin weighing twelve or fifgard to the correctness of his assertion." He ad- teen pounds,. with two entire and still unbroken
mits that it seems incredible, and therefore he ri!Js. Du~i~g this process the shark floundered
gives the exact figures of each year's savings. with p;rod1g1ous strength, and even after its yitals
One hundred and thirty-six dollars and fifty cents ~ere all out the body retained a spasmodic acwas saved the first year, and that sum should be tion; and finallv when the negroes rolled the
added each succeeding year, beside the interest.
tru:nk back into the sea. its--native element seemed
It must be admitted that he has taken an unfair t~ impart. a sor t cf. I!:?lvanic life, for the contor!1-dva~tage of us of this generation by perform- tion s contmued unt1J 1t sank out of sight.
mg his remarkable feat at seven per cent. interest, whereas we cannot get above three or fou1·
p~r cent. i~ a sav_ings bank. But surely a mere
difference m the mterest obtainable will not de~~:.~
ter any smoker who reads this from breaking off
6•Sbot F inest
Lona Range RP.Yofver
the habit of smokin$!:.
FROLIC WITH A SHARK
A correspondent in one of his letters · from
Santa Cruz, W. I., gives the subjoined account
of a recontr~ with that dangerous fish, the power-

"

Thia gun "free" It }'OU
can beat our price anywher&-4 or 6 In. barrel.
blue or nlckel-32, 38-or 22
gf!tllber. Power!ul,accurate, bard
t ng. Mo.ney backguarantee.
Pa7 on delivery f6.25 FcderaJ Mail Order ·
•
Broadway, New York, Dept. XUS
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OUR TEN-CEN'r HAND .. BOOJCS .

L4TE8T l!ISUl!:8

Useful, . Instructive, · and · Amusing. They contain ·
Valuable Information on ·Almost
Every Subject.

.t,

.

1180 Young Wild W est Sa ,·ed B y a S ign~!; or, Arle tta
•
and the Vanishing .Light.
1181 " Double Suh trle; or, The Celetiratlon at Duck. horn Ranch.
1182 " Capturing a Chlf'!t; or, Arletta As a CaTalr7
Scout.
' 1183 · " an3 ,~~e Lone Cabin: or, The Raiders ot the

No. J . NAPOLEAN'S ORACULUM AND DREAM
BOOK.-Containlng t,h e great oracle of human desttn 7 •
1184 " Trnpped tn a Canyon; o_r, Arietta's Swing ll'or
t:i~t~~;
~~:~::,l~gce~~d:!'::i~!t a~lJYct~;nits°~a«!.~:~~
..
Life. ·
carrls.
,
1185
At A Redskin Pow-Wow; or, Doomed '.I;'o Die
No. 2. HOW TO DO TJUCKS.-Tbe great book of
At 'l'he Rtake
magic and card tricks, contain ing tull instructions on
118'\ " pn/l the Doomed Mine; or, Arlette's Lite at
all leading c11rd tricks ot the day, a lso the most p opular
Stake. '-· ·
magical illus ions , as performed by our leading ma1187 " Rnclng ~•or n Ranch: or, l;lpitflre On His Mettle.
glcians; every boy shoo ld obtain a copy of this book.
1188
llfnrkP<l Dy Mexicans; or, Arletta and the Serior.
No. s. HOW TO FLIRT.-The arts and wiles or
1189 " and the "Silver ·Kid," or. The Dan<ly of t he
flirtation are fully explained b y this little book. BeGulch.
·
slfles the various methods of handkerch ief. fan , gloTe.
1190 " and tt.e Yell ow Bull : or, Arletta's Daring F:s • , parasol, window and hat flirtation, it contains a full list
cape
I
of th e lan!','uage and sentiment of flowers.
1191 " Surrounded Bv De»th; or, The Seven Sticks of
No. 8. HOW • TO BECOME A SCIENTTST.-A useful
Dynnmlte.
and iitstructive book, giving a complete treatise on
11!)?. .. Rtnklng n Claim; or, Arletta On Guar<>.
chemistry; also experiments in acoustics, mechanics,
• ll!l:\" OrensPr Chase; or. The Outlaws of the Border.
mathematics, chemistry, and dlrPctions for makiRg fire1104 •. Swinging a Lariat: or, Arietta and the Wild
works. colorPrl fires, nn<I gns balloons.
Horses.
No. 0, HOW TO BF.COME A VENTRTLOQUIST,-,.R:,
1100 . " Boom in~ a ·camp; or, The Shot that Open ed a
Harry K en nedy. F,v('ry intell!gPnt boy reading thla
Go ld Mine.
book of instructions can mastPr the art, and create an7
1196 " and the "Busted" Minh:,g Camp: or Arlett11
amount of f11n fM hlrnsPlf nnd friends.
as nn A nctlonPer.
•
· No. Ul. HOW TO BOX .....::The nrt of self-defense made
1197 " Onstlng the Outlaws, or, The Clean Up At
ensy. Containing over thirty lllustratlons of guards,'
Fancy Flat.
hlows, and the difl'PrPnt positions of a good ·boxer.
1198 " and thP Trrneure of the Lake; or, Hop Wnh'a
Every hov ehoulrl obtain one of these useful and inMagic Trick.
structlve hnoks. as it will teach you how to box wlth1199 " Bossing A Cattle Ranch; or, Arletta Cornered
ont an instrnrtor.
By Ru s tlPrs.
No. Jl. HO)V TO WRJTl'l T, OVl'l-Ll':TTl':RS.--.A. most
1200 " Trnppin <r the R edskins; or, The Last Raid of
comnlPte llttlP ·book, containing full cllrectlons for wr!tCrttzy Hor se.
Ing IQVP- IPth>rs. and wh 0 n to use them. giving specimen
1201 " nnd the Cave Gang; or, Arietta's D es perate
Jptt<>rs for :vrnne: and olrl .
Shot.
Nn. lll. HOW TO no IT; OR, BOOK OF ETI1 202 " Lo st In the Rockies; or, The Luck a Grlzzfy
QUETTE.-It Is a great life secret. nnd one that everl
Rro u<?ht.
youn~ man rlesires to know a ll about. There's happ !203 " Elected n Chief: or, Arietta and the Papoose. · nePs in It.
1tO-l " and " SttngPr Jack"; or, The Blut'I' 'l'hat ~
No. UI. HOW TO BEflOME RTCH.-Thia wonr1Prful
Wouldn't Work.
· book presents you with the example anrl life experience
1205 '' and the Tricky Trapper; or, Arietta After Bl& . of some of the most notPd- and wealthy mPn In the
Gnme
world. For those who asnlre to fame and fortune, thl1
1206 " mvinii It Strni1?ht; or. The Worst- Camp of All.
book will give you the secrPt.
•
1207 " Gunning for O11nme11; / or, 4-rietta and th~
No. lll. HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.Greaser R11ffians.
Contalnin!? full ins~ructlons for constructing a window
t206 " Surrnnnded by Gold; or, A Treasure Worth a
garrlen either in town or co untry, and the most apmllllon.
prm·ed m ethorls for raising heautifnl flrnve rs at home.
1209 " Bafl'ling Death; or. Arletta fll.!.d the _Ch asm.
No. l'l'. ROW TO DRESS.- Containing tun !nstruc1210 ·• and th e R eckl<·S9 R Pgul a r s; or, Savmg a Comtlon in the art of dressing and anpenring well at home
panv of Cavalry.
·
anrl abroad. giving the Relections of colors, materia l,
J.211 " "Bu s ting" n Sh ow; or , A ri etta nn c1 the Actr 0 ss.
and how to h ave them m nd,e up.
1215 " Locating a Lode ; or, '.!.'he Orphans ot Bowl..
No. UI. Ho,v TO BECOJ\m BEAUTIFUL.-One of
.Har.
the hrightest anrl moet valunble little books ever given .
J:!12 " and th e Broncho Boss; or. Catching a Cra:ty
to the world. Everyborly wishes to know how to beCntt leman.
come h enutifnl. both mnl" a nd female.
1213 " At Six Spot Flat ; or, '.!.'he Joke '.!.'hat Made 1l
No. 20, UOW TO BECOJ\IB AN JNVENTOR.-Ever,Fortun e.
boy s h ould know how inve ntions originated. This book
1214 " Trappe d by Grea sers; or, Arietta and th1,
exp lai n s the m all. giving , examp les in electricity, hySecret Passage.
draul!cs, 11r1agneti sm . optics, pneum atics, mechanics, etc.
1216 " Gover1\m ent <:;ontrnct; 'Or, Arietta and the Pony . No. 80. HO,v TO COOJC.-One of the most instructive
Express.
hool< s on cooking eYt'r published. It con tains recipe•
l217 " Big Round -U p· or --'!'he Champion Roper of the
for cooking meats. fisl,. game, and oysters; also plea,
B. B. Ranch.'
•
.
puddi•!l?S, cakes a nd nil kinds of pastry, and a grand
1218 " TwPlve · Sh ots; or, Arietta and the Rmders.
co llection of recipes.
.
.
12;19 " and th e Go lde n Image; or, Lured to the Valley
N<.>- 37. Ho,v TO KEEP R~USE.-It contams mforf D eath
mnt,on for everybody, boys, girls, men and women; it
Balking O ·Raid . or Arietta's Leap for J,iberty.
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